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The Editorial Chair.
----- •------

The Progress of Enlightenment.
Ill the springtime of life, the bright day of aspira
tion and dreams, when hope deemed “each maid a
heroine and each man a friend.” the thoughtful oft
cherished an ideal which, to youthful optimism,
waited but early opportunity to materialise and
help a waiting world accomplish the successful ad
vance lor which it seemed so ripe. But with the
passing of the years the circle narrowed, and it was
found that the performance of the everyday task re
quired all the energy and courage thought sufficient
for a greater mission. And as it diminished, the
mists of forgetfulness closed too often on much that
graced and softened the awkward angles of immatu
rity. Resistance and antagonism developed quali
ties necessary to cope with the stern demands ambi
tion makes, but showed in equal relief the latent
defects emerging at the promptings of provocative
impulses.
The formation of character proceeded until Fate
in many diverse ways, called halt—for some with the
slothful ease of competence, or the glamour of assu
red place on the well-lit stage of public activities; and
for others with repressive and automatic re-pacing
of well-trodden tracks, or the abrupt and painful
deprivation with which tragedy scourges its unhappy
victims. Generally, success is accepted with com
plaisance and self-congratulation, and defeat deplo
red as the visitation of a malign and undeserved
destiny. The lure and glitter of the pageantry- of
life precludes close examination of that spiritual
territory from which so much might be traced of the
obscure origin of the springs of action.
Moulded in a thousand different patterns, subjec
ted to an infinitude of attractions and repulsions,
answering continually- though sub-consciously to the
voices of the unseen world, the my riad members of
the human family7 pursue the unceasing round,
apparently- unaware of the suspended sword which at
any moment may- fall and terminate its fret and fume.
Still, as always—
Death takes us by surprise
And stays our hurrying feet:
The great design unfinished lies.
Our lives are incomplete.

If this were all. pessimism would be justified of
its dismal forebodings: but never yet was healthyinstinct content with the morbid conclusion which
pictured the cerement of the grave as the last drab
shroud of its extinguished spirit, but immemorially delighted, with song and story, in voicing a
dream of immortality.

Author of “Science and the Soul.
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upheld in after days the strength of a martyred

’ To-dav no such conditions hamper the dissemina
tion of knowledge, and slowly percolating throug
tlie social fabric is., not only a genuine wish but also
a real capacity to understand the truths which hax e
greatlx- gained in volume and power since the un
couth'persecution of early inquirers. To these the.
facts xvere revelation. and with all the ability they
could muster, and yet felt inadequate, they strox e
to tell what they had learnt, for they saw the beauty
behind outward forms and common tilings, and knew
at last that the dies for these were cut by none other
than the Master Craftsman * \\ ho stamps on all His
works His o\n« eternity. Inevitably- the narroxved
circle was restored to its old-time proportions, and
with its growth came an improved and extended
view of human interests. A cosmopolitan outlook
was acquired that rendered impossible a return to
the parochial ideas that sway limited understanding.
The nature of the far-flung units of the human
race, of whatever creed or colour, was seen to >
basically the same, affected by- the same hopes and
fears, troubled by the same sorrows, elated by the
same joys, and although sometimes held in bondage
by primitive superstitions, ever evincing in different
degrees a profound homage to the Maker which one
and all felt to be the real author of the great and
x aried manifestations of being. To put these ideals
into what was possible of practice was henceforth
their aim. and if their tale was told it would be read
as a humble copy- of His, who liv
*ed
and taught bv
the wax'es of far-off Galilee, appreciably stimulat
ing in others the never-altogether-forgotten and
deep-seated desire tor a permanent return of peace
and goodwill among mem
With the dawn of such a day- the gifts of the spirit,
once possessed and exercised by those honoured
now as saints, will be reborn according to the ancient
promise, with all the efficacy of yore, and like a great
sheet let down from Heaven will the blessings of
Hix me grace abundantly endow the remx-ig-orated
minds of men. Gone, too. front the jHiIished sur
face of modern thought will be the dark shadoxx
formed by death's haunting fear, and to its redirec
ted view wiH appear the roseate beginnings of an
era of progress eclipsing in magnitude all of those
of which we are so justly proud.
Who amongst us but mourns the loss of some dear
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peivhancc that gifts well and happih
vhould no longer benefit by their wc
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the comrades of their youth and the assovin
later dale, or that matters of public moment
xntwhl
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ofr the co-operation
oft a valued
and esteemed friend, whose untimely passing rob
oed a succcsstul completion of its wholehearted
oongrattilations? Can information which carries
the conviction of their survival, and the renewed
interest still entwined with the fair memories of the
past, which will for long remain a pleasing and
OHHling tie. be regarded with luke-warm fervour?
Not so: for that way of adventure is one that we
ourselves must take, and it is cheering to know that,
under more gracious skies and better auspices, they
are bringing to fruition all for which the toil and
travail ot earth’s strenuous day had prepared them.
But in the great unknown
Perfect their circles seem,
Even as a bridge’s arch of stone
Is rounded in the stream.

Wayside Notes.
--------- ♦---------

What

Does

it

all

Mean?

Mankind is passing through a very peculiar
phase of its evolutionary development. And not
merelv “peculiar." There seems to be something
tar more serious than that behind it. We hardly
know what it means, but one cannot help feeling at
times that the world has strayed away from God
as-sever before—that it has put God in the back
ground. as it were, and is determined to run its own
course, tin trammeled by any regard for ethics and
dominated by the "wholly materialistic doctrine:
“Rat drink and be merry, for to-morrow we die.”
If this is an approximately correct diagnosis of
the condition of the body politic, Nemesis will
assuredly overtake it and bring it back to sanity.
It is not for us to dogmatise on the means that may
be used for the accomplishment of this purpose.
But we should not be at all surprised if they are of
a very drastic character. There is certainly a very
widespread conviction that “something is coming.
It mav be in the nature of some dreadful physical
catastrophe. Or it may take the form of a concen
trated inrush of evil forces from the Unseen. Or it
may be a combination of the two.
But whatever happens we are quite convinced it
will be man. and man alone, who will be to blame.
The pursuit of evil must inevitably bring punish
ment in its train. It is just a matter of .cause and
effect. The condition of the world to-day appears
to us to provide a comparatively eas-y -avenue of
approach on the part of dark, designing Powers, bent
on the accomplishment of their nefarious purposes.
Like attracts like! The Powers of good may en
deavour to frustrate the assault. But what if they
are not wholly successful? There has been “war
in heaven" before to-day. Or, rather, as Spiritu
alists would express it, there have been tremen
dous conflicts on the lower planes of the spirit
world—the spheres nearest the earth.
Perhaps another of these wars is in course of
preparation. If so, its influence will doubtless re
act on mortals. Possibly this is the secret under
lying the many prophesies of another world-wide
war a few years hence. In his tour of the United
States of America, and more recently during his
seven months’ mission throughout Great Britain,
the Rev. G. Vale Owen states that disconcerting
predictions met him everywhere. He is unable to
gauge the precise nature of the visitation, but “the
thing is so widespread and so consistent” that he
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cannot help feeling there is “simietltlng rather big
behind it.”
Sir Arthur Conan l.tovlv litis had similar exper
ienccs, and we know that in many private circles
the warning has been given to prepare for disturb
ing developments. No definite time is given, but
whatever may be the nature of the contemplated
ordeal, we are inclined to think it will be accom
panied by startling spiritual manifestations and
that the most sceptical materialist will be compel
led to confess that there is life beyond the grave
after all!
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Define Your Terms!
there is a certain looseness of expression which
refers to the terms “soul" and “spirit" as though
they were synonyms, in spite of the fact that the
great Apostle alludes to “body, soul and spirit.’ No
doubt this confusion arises from the teaching °
the past, that in the next existence we shall be
transformed into something entirely different from
what we are in this—a sort of will-o’-the-wisp,,
with no clearly-defined form, but rather partaking
of the character of vapourous beings wafted about
hither and thither and having nothing whatever re
sembling what we understand as a body. Modern
thought, however, has completely revolutionised
this fantastic misconception.
Spiritualists, at all events, know that we shall not
be bodiless entities when functioning on a higher
plane of life, and that the body we shall then use
will be largely a replica of the physical vehicle. We
are each developing that body within us here and
now, and when we are at last overtaken by what is
known as death, but which is really spiritual birth,
this etheric, or sublimated, body disentangles itself
from the material frame and we straightway func
tion in it as we had previously functioned in the
denser earthly tabernacle.
This ethereal vehicle of expression is what has
been named the “soul.” But it is quite incorrect
to call it the “spirit.” The terms are not inter
changeable.
We cannot define spirit any more
than we can define God. It is the divine, immor
tal, indestructible, energising principle which ani
mates the soul and controls its every action. Be
yond that, we know nothing about it. Writing on
this subject, Professor Elliott Coues, M.A.„ M.D.,
Ph.D., formerly Professor of Zoology and Compara
tive Anatomy at Norwich University, writes:—
From what has preceded it is evident that what I
mean by “soul” is not exactly according to the gene
ral usage of the word; which usage commonly makes
“soul” and “spirit” one and the same. Thus, when
we speak familiarly of “a man’s soul,” we also say it
is. “his immortal spirit,” meaning thereby, anything
and all there is to a man which is capable of surviv
ing death. But, as already stated, I draw a wide dis
tinction between “soul” and “spirit.” Spirit is noth
ing if not immaterial, and to “spirit” proper we can
attach no significance if we do not consider it as
divested of every trace of materiality. Soul, on the
contrary, is substantial, and semi-material; it is the
“body of the spirit,” necessary, so far as we know, to
all and every manifestation of the spirit. Spirit can
not act directly upon matter, but only through the
intermediation of this soul->substance. A human
being, after “death,’’ consists of this substance, acted
upon by his spirit, the two together constituting what
is ordinarily called his “soul.”
It is just as well to remember this distinction and
in every other way to be as exact as possible in the
use of the terms we employ.

The “ Plague ” of Spiritualism.
It is many years since Oliver Wendell Holnw>
wrote:—
You don’t know what plague has fallen on the prac
*
titioners of theology. It is Spiritualism. While some
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art' crying out kgvinst it a* a delusion of the devil, and
>oiuc arc laughing at it as an hysteric folly, and some
arc getting angry with it as a mere trick of interested
or mischievous persons. Spiritualism is quietly under
mining the traditional ideas of the future state which
have been, and are still, accepted—not merely in those
who believe in it, but in the general sentiment of the
community, to a larger extent than most good people
seem to be aware of.
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experience could probaldy be deliberately repeated,
provided the necessary conditions prevailed. “It
was demonstrated at the broadcasting experiment,”
writes Mr Saunders, “that spirit voices displace the
air precisely as human voices do, and this is another
proof of it.” He adds:—Here is an experiment arranged by our spirit friends.
It had never been tried before in any country, and pro
ved quite successful, blit at the time the sitter had not
the faintest idea that an experiment was being tried,
and it forms the most remarkable instance of what
can be done by spirit agency that I .have yet exper
ienced.

That Spiritualism is a "plague to a certain type
of theologian cannot be denied. It is, in fact, a per
fect nightmare to these affrighted souls, generat
ing a veritable legion of imaginary imps and some
times giving rise to extravagant and most un-ChrisThe reader may well exclaim—-“What next!”
tian denunciation. When we remember, however, Yes. But we have not heard the last of these
that it is “quietly undermining the traditional ideas modern miracles. There are plenty of surprises in
of the future state,” and in a variety of other direc store, and even the people of Australia will presently
tions is shedding light on the pathway of mankind, become interested in these inscrutable wonders!
we can well afford to be complacent when our op
ponents rave and say “all manner of evil against The Northcliffe Message.
us falsely.” The strong man, in short, can always
We reproduce in this issue a special article from
afford to be lenient. And there is no denying the
strength of Spiritualism and cogency of the case it the widely-circulating and well-conducted London
presents.
Archdeacon Wilberforce recognised journal, “The People,” dealing with a lengthy mes
sage, purporting to have emanated from Lord
that fact when he said:—
Northcliffe and received by his former private Sec
The strength of Spiritualism lies in the knowledge,
retary
through the mediumship of Mrs St. Leonard,
partial and imperfect though it be, iof the future life,
with whom Sir Oliver Lodge had many successful
while the weakness of the Churches, as opposed to the
sittings, as recorded in “Raymond.”
strength of Modern Spiritualism, is in the ignorance
of that life, and in the misapprehension of Scripture
The communication certainly embraces a few fea
concerning it.
tures pointing to the possibility of it having eman
This dictum of the much-beloved Archdeacon ated from the source alleged, but, apparently, the
has often been quoted and it was never truer than more cogent evidence of identity has been withheld
it is to-day. In Great Britain, in particular, the because of its peculiarly personal character. This
cause has made such wonderful progress in recent is to be regretted, more particularly as Lord North
years that it is no longer stimulus that it requires., cliffe was very much in “the public eye” and his
but wise and cautious guidance. In Australia, of views on national and international questions were
course, such active interest on the part- of the com pretty generally known.
munity generally is not discernible. But as a setIn these cases it is the little personal details that
off to this stagnant apathy we are mightily en tell for purposes of identification.
But we can
grossed in horse-racing, gambling, and getting quite understand that in the case under notice there
rich quickly! This may be grasping at a shadow may be special considerations which make it well
and losing the substance. But what do people care nigh impossible to publish the facts. In his “Ray
about that! Their trouble!
mond Revised,’.’ Sir Oliver Lodge stresses the value
of what many critics regard as “trivial” messages.
Invisible Operators at the Telephone!
He writes:
It is sometimes contended that all psychic communi
One of the most extraordinary stories ever re
cations are of a trivial nature and deal with insigni
lated in. the matter of spirit-communication is re
ficant topics. That such a contention is false is wellcorded by Mr R. ;H. Saunders, the well-known psy
knotwn to people of experience; but so long as the
demand for verification of survival and proof of
chic researcher in England and organiser of the re
identity
persists—and it will be long indeed before
cent experiment in London when spirit voices were
such proof can be dispensed with—-so long are trifling
successfully broad-casted. It refers to a man who
reminiscences the best way to achieve the desired
was trying to communicate with a friend by tele
end. The end in this case amply explains and justifies
the means.
phone, when some unseen operator took command
Hence it is; .that relatives are naturally and properly
of the instrument and did the talking himself! But
supplied with references to remembered and verifiable
let Mr Saunders tell his own tale:—
facts; and since these facts, to be useful, must not be
A. was in a telephone-box telephoning to a friend
many miles away. He heard another voice speaking,
and as it interfered with his conversation he asked
the young lady at the Exchange to clear the line. She
replied it was clear, and his the only voice she heard.
At the other' end of the line B. was receiving a mess
age from Spirit sources, and at the same time he could
heat A. expostulating with the telephone operator.
The- message was perfectly clear, but he called his wife
to hear it. The message was repeated, with this addi
tion. “You see what we can do when conditions are
right. You look very nice in .that brown dress.” A.
had never seen this dress, or heard of it. Meanwhile A.
was fuming in the telephone-box, and not getting, as
he thought, the attention he wanted, hung up the re
ceiver, in a huff. The message was an important one,
and was acted upon with satisfactory results. The
“conditions” we were told afterwards, meant that A.
had some psychic power, that the telephone-box was
in darkness, and that the psychological moment had
been seized by our spirit friends,

of the nature of public news, nor anything which can
be gleaned from biographical or historical records,
they usually relate to trifling family affairs or other
humorous details such as seem likely to stay in the
memory.
It can freely be admitted that such facts are only
redeemed from triviality by the affectionate recollec
tions interlinked with them, and by the motive which
has caused them to be reproduced. For their special
purpose they may be admirable, and there is no sort
of triviality about the thing to be proven by them.
The idea that a departed friend ought to be occupied
wholly and entirely with grave matters, and ought not
to remember jokes and fun, is a gratuitous claim which
has to be abandoned.
Humor does not cease with
earth-life. Why should it?

It seems to us that conclusive tests of identity
must consist, more or less, of what are regarded as
“trivialities,” and if it had been considered desir
able to embody more of the personal and “trivial” in
Knowing what we do of distinctly audible speech the Northcliffe communication we should have had
by the Direct Voice, and having regard to the suc a more satisfactory accumulation of data upon
cess of the broadcasting experiment referred to, we which to base our judgment as to the authenticity,
see nothing incredible in this report. The unique or otherwise, of the message in question,
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NATIONS.”

By the Editor of “THE PEOPLE,” London.

With a full knowledge of the different effects it
will create on various types of minds, I print below
a message which is declared to be a communica
tion from the spirit world, one dictated last Monday
morriing by the late Lord Northcliffe to Miss
Louise Owen, who, for over 20 years, was his close
friend and personal secretary.
It is not a chance thing, brought in for sale to a
newspaper office by an unknown person; it is not an
idle, silly story to be lightly dismissed as the im
aginings of a neurotic person. It is a document
placed reverently in my hands by a woman who
saw more of Lord Northcliffe in his business life
than any other being, a woman who, because of her
association with him, is known personally to many
of the highest people in the land, and a woman who
treasures with a high-minded devotion many memo
ries of a man in whose work for the British people
she took the closest share.
In order to explain how this document reached
m!e, I must state that, ever since Lord Northcliffe
died, two years ago, Miss Owen has been conscious,
at times, that his presence was very near her.
“After all, he dictated his instructions to his edi
tors to me, for many years,” she says. “I was the
means through which he kept in touch with many
public matters. It seemed only natural that if he
had something to say, he would say it through me.”
*

*

Then, not many weeks ago, when her wireless
went wrong, she consulted a friend in Carmelite
House as to who could put it right. ,
“Oh there’s a man in Fleetway House who works
on a wireless paper,” he said. “I will send him
down to do it.”
That night, the man on the wireless paper went
to Miss' Owen’s flat near Buckingham Palace.
“I can’t stay long,” he said, “because Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle is broadcasting a message on Spiritu
alfem to-night, and I want to go down to the B.B.C.
tckinterview him.”
“Oh, do ask him if it is true he has had a message
from Lord Northcliffe,” said Miss Owen. “I sa1
it in one of the papers.”
At half-past ten that night,. Miss Owen got a reply
from the wireless expert saying: “I’ve got great
news for you. Conan Doyle says he has spoken to
Northcliffe, and Northcliffe wants to get in touch
with you.”
She wrote Sir Arthur, and he went to her flat and,
at her request, got her put into touch with a wellknown medium called Mrs. Annie Brittain. Miss
Owen, hoping she would receive a message from her
former Chief, went to Mrs.' Brittain’s.
“Immediately, my mother came through,” she
said. “My mother died when I was very young,
and I knew very little about her. But she spoke to
me of her illness and how she had died, and of my
young brother, who died in childhood, and told me
a lot of things I have since verified about my early
years.”
'

But Miss Owen was not satisfied with that.
wanted to speak to Lord Northcliffe.

She

I wrote to the Rev. Vale Owen,” she told me,

“as I remembered Lord Northcliffe had printed his
accounts of the next world. Vale Owen said he
would try to get me an interview with Mrs. Osborne
Leonard, the famous medium.
“ ‘But she is full up with appointments for a year,’
he explained, ‘and only great persuasion and influ
ence will make it possible. If you see her, do not
say who you are or give any indication as to your
identity. Otherwise you will not believe what you
hear.’ ”
Last Monday morning at twenty minutes to ele
ven Miss Owen, having obtained an appointment
with Mrs. Leonard through the College of Psychic
Science in Holland Park, went to her house.
Immediately the medium went into a trance, Miss
Owen explained. She spoke at first in the voice of a
spirit guide/Called Feda, who, I am told, usually ap
pears at Mrs. Leonard’s seances. At first in Feda’s
childish voice, Mrs Leonard gave me a lot of mess
ages from a man whom she described and whom I at
once recognised as being Lord Northcliffe.
Many of the phrases repeated betrayed his identity.
There was n>o mistaking him. Then it seemed to me
that, impatiently, just as he behaved on earth, Lord
Northcliffe insisted on coming through himself. He
seemed to push Feda on one side, and spoke himself;
for it was in a voice something like his that Mrs
Leonard spoke.
I have written down faithfully what he said—all
that he said during a two hours’ conversation, except
a lot of personal things, the printing of which might
hurt other people. He referred to his relatives, to
members of his staff, to subjects now under dispute, ■
to matters of litigation, to disappointments concern
ing things which had happened since he died.
I have written it down very faithfully, without alter
ing a word.

You must believe [what I say when I .write that;
Miss Owen’s sincerity is not to be questioned. She
entered Lord Northcliffe’s employ at the same time
that I did in 1902—it was, I believe, on the very
same day—and, ever since then, I have known her as
a woman beyond question, a practical, business-like,
intelligent, shrewd woman whose word is not to be
doubted and whose sincerity of purpose has been
her guiding principle in life. Her devotion to her
late chief’s memory is such that she would not do
anything which she thought would harm the high
repute in which the world held him.
Miss Owen’s political sagacity, used notably dur
ing the Irish boundary crisis of 1921, brought her a
personal letter of thanks from Sir James Craig. She
had sat with Northcliffe during his long discuss
ions with the Ulster Premier at the “Times” office,
and was instrumental in healing the break between
Northcliffe and Lord Carson.
As for Mrs Leonard, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and
other famous Spiritualists have vouched for her in
tegrity. Miss Owen believes that she is the instru
ment through which Lord Northcliffe has sent a
message to the world, just as,, when he was alive, he
dictated to her many which subsequently appeared
in his newspapers and had a great effect upon natio
nal policy. The world generally no longer laughs
when Camille Flammarion, Arthur Conan Doyle,
Oliver Lodge, Edward Marshall Hall, Viscountess
Grey and scores of people whose sincerity and high
intelligence are beyond question, print for the world
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to read messages which they believe have reached
them from beyond the grave; so I add this to the
vast literature which deals with the subject.
It was not only because of my long friendship
with Miss Owen that the message was brought to
me.
”1 brought it to you because of your sincere affec
tion for my Chief.” she said, “and because I knew
you would handle the matter with the reverence that
I believe it deserves.”

LORD NORTHCLIFFE’S MESSAGE.
(AS WRITTEN DOWN BY MISS LOUISE OWEN).
[The explanations in small type have been Inserted by
the Editor of “ The People.”]

“I determined to be here, first to-day. I allowed
nothing to block the way. I knew you were coming
and would bring with you something referring to
me;
Miss Owen had by chance taken with her some cuttings of
recent newspaper articles on Northcliffe.

“I have willed you to be here and directed your
visit to the Psychic College. I was interested in
Spiritualism when on earth and had something to
do with the printing of a series of articles.
*
I had
read books, too.
* Lord Northcliffe insisted on the publication in the “Weekly
Dispatch” of the Rev. Vale Owen’s remarkable psychic ex
periences.

“You helped me considerably when I passed over
by acknowledging’ to others that you felt my pre
sence near you. That faith gave me power to visit
the earth.
1
“I have been with you many times and have
brought you over here during your sleep, but you
were not conscious of it. That will come later with
more power. Many spirits here are helping you—
relations and others.
7K
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“The League of Nations is of the greatest impor
tance, and you must help. You must not feel your
work is finished—not just meander on. There is
definite work ahead.
“Wars bring poverty, hatred, crime, destruction
and suffering. The League of Nations is the-only
way to bring peace and happiness. Do impress
those you know of the urgent and great need for
united effort. It should, and must, spread to every
corner, not only where English is spoken, but to
every land. There should be more co-operation; I
was always a strong believer in, and supporter of,
co-operative work.
*
* Lord Northcliffe was the only newspaper proprietor in
England who conducted his vast business by means of re
gular editorial and business conferences, where absolute
frankness, even from the humblest person present, was
encouraged.
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used to become sick and tired of sniall-rninded
*people.
I felt full of power I couldn’t give out, too
suppressed, which made me restless and cricital.
* Here he mentioned names of. people asscwlnted with him
In his vast undertakings,'

“I was a queer mixture of impulsiveness and cau
tion—so very foolish, in some ways. I would be too
generous in some directions and yet would, at times,
criticise a small amount. I inherited my Scottish
caution.” *
“Here, says Miss Owen, “I distinctly heard him
give a chuckle.”
* Lord Northcliffe’s mother, from whom1 he Inherited his
great strength of character, was an Ulster woman of IrishScottish descent. He worshipped her.

“One inherits a physical mind, but one develops
one’s own soul, and the bigger the soul the more spi
ritual one becomes. I was not an ordinary man in
the everyday sense. I cared not one jot for public
opinion and had my own ways of doing things by
using my own will-power. You always understood
my motive in doing things the way I did.
*
* Very few members of his staff understood how, behind
Lord Northcliffe’s frequent displays of impish humour and
constant outbursts of impatience, was a well-thought-out
scheme.
MZ
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“There will be very troublesome times ahead;
but keep calm and do what you feel is right. Always
be guided by your own instinct and use your own
will-power. Do not rely upon others. I notice you
follow this out and am glad of it.
“I am greatly interested in the power of healing
and I am developing this. You, who know the
power of mind, must help too.
*

* Unknown to the medium', Miss Owen was recently in
strumental, by the -exercise of her will-power in restoring
to health a near relative whom the doctors had given up.

“I am glad you are attached to your little dog. I
loved animals,
*
and I do feel strongly the cruelty
of vivisection. If only it could be stopped it would
help us all over here and help you on earth. Do
what you can.

* Northcliffe’s favourite photograph of himself as a young
man showed him with a pet fox-terrier.

“I am glad I passed over. I was disappointed, at
first, as so many things I had started were not com
pleted. But, oh,, how tired—how very tired I was.
If I started to talk, the words wouldn’t come. When
I wanted to think, there was jumble and disorder,
and when I tried to write
*
I was too confused and
everything became distorted.

* Lord Northcliffe’s last articles, written about Germany,
were the first symptom of the mental disorder which clouded
the last days of his life. Two of the articles Were stiipidly
printed in his newspapers. The last ones were left out’ in
spite of his urgent orders, sent by telegram’ and telephone.

“'Had I not passed over I should not have regai
ned my health. I know it. Now all is wonderful.
I am in perfect health, very active arid very, fit.
When on earth I felt my muscles becoming very
flabby and floppy. Now they are tight and firm.

*

*

X

*

“Those who are working for the success of the
“I am not toothless, for my teeth are perfect. You
League of Nations must be helped and encouraged. will remember the trouble they gave me and how I
Disputes can be openly aired and the way made was bothered and irritated by them.
I used to
clear for justice. I say again, war only brings de swear, inwardly and outwardly, sometimes. That
struction and misery. To my great joy, I meet irritating cough has gone and all the throat trouble,
the wonderful people of the earth who are here— too.
those who created, not destroyed.”
JR
Here, says Miss Owen, he mentioned Tolstoi and Joseph
“I had an idea that we over here floated about
Conrad and others of distinction.
“I was with Conrad when he passed over, and he wearing flowing robes. How I should have hated
will help me in my work. You know I am as active that! Yes, I even have finger nails. I am wearing
here as on earth, for I must be up and doing. I a grey suit (flannel) like those you often saw me
shall work very hard, as there is much to do.
wear, soft collar and soft shirt. My skin is very
clear. It is a wonderful feeling to be so fit. One is
X X X X
“I am drawn to those who create and reform, not never ill here, never hurt and never depressed. We
the destructors, for they don’t matter over here. have no money. We work things out in kind. I
I have always been interested in the reformers and have worked for my suit. I was never really what
pioneers of thought. On earth, I was very toler one would call a happy man, as I couldn’t do all I
ant of people with little stupid minds, by which, I wanted to do, and so would get terribly depressed.
mean narrow outlook. Perhaps I was wrong. I You had a different temperament—more buoyant—
MZ
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foi »it<-i feeling <lq>n-xsv,l von would bubble up
I UiiiuiI \ VI \ deeply towards religion during my
last months on earth,
I would not return to earth. I am quite happy
here, as there is much for me to do. I have found
many helpers, \\ illiam
*
and Kingsley have taught
me a great deal. I have learned much from him.
• Miss Owen thinks that by "WllllanV
*
he means William
MavAlpine, for years Paris correspondent of the "Dally
AVnil" and a great favourite of Northcllffe; although he was
"'Mac" when he spoke of him to his staff, he and she called
him ’‘William
**
to each other. By “K|
* gsley” Miss Owen
thinks Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's son is meant.

“I wish I had taken your advice about going on
that long tour. If I hadn’t gone I shouldn’t have
had to pass over so soon. Now. perhaps it’s just
as well
When Northcliffe was contemplating his tour round the
world, in 1921, Miss Owen, fearing for his health, implored
him unavailingly to give up the idea.

“I know my mother feels my presence. I have
been rather anxious with regard to her health.
“Be sure and keep in touch with the Psychic
College. You will learn more and I will help you.
*

*

*

*

“I liked the pink flowers you brought to me, but
don’t bother to put any more on my grave,. Graves,
like the earthly body, do not matter. Instead, keep
plenty of flowers in your rooms, as I am often there
and I like them. The gravestone is, however, just
what I liked. You will be glad to know I have
chosen a country home—not in a town. How I dis
liked crowded cities and no sunshine! I have a
beautiful home, flowers and birds. I am so happy
in my surroundings, as I was always a lover of
nature. I even have conservatories for my flowers.
“Don’t chew the end of your pencils when you
write. Juicy figs are much better. I was with you
on Saturday when you were eating one, and when
you mentioned my name, saying how I liked them
*
I made you think it was not quite ripe, but only
for .the moment. I love to tease.”

REPLIES TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Correspondents requiring a personal reply must enclose a

Stamped addressed envelope for the purpose.
M.S. submitted for approval can only be returned when
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COLTMAN

IN

THE

BEYONO.

Supplies lifive just come t<> hand of flir
published b<>ok “ I lie (. asc ol Letter GqltfUtifi/1
The contents consist of an exceptionally intefeMing
well-phrased and altogether superior series of
sages purporting to emanate from Lieut R. Lestpp
Coltman, of the Coldstream Guards, who was ki||P,|
in action at Cambrai on November 27th, 1917, amd
which were received by automatic writing through
the hand of Miss Lilian Walbrook.
Young Coltman was a brilliant scholar and ap
peared destined to achieve a noted career in the
world of Science. He was intellectually endowed in
a degree far above the average, and this character
istic is made amply manifest in the gifted manner in
which he expresses himself on “Conditions of Life
in the Beyond,” “Reflections from the After-world,”
and “The Philosophy of the Beyond.”
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle contributes a very fine,
analytical Introduction, in Concluding which he
says: “Let each read and form his own opinion. If
you think this is not the young man who writes,
then you have much to explain. If you think it is
the young man, then this and other similar Scripts
become at once the most important documents in
the world.”
Whichever of these alternatives may be accepted,
it may certainly be stated without question that the
literary quality and philosophical reasoning of the
communications place them on a much higher plane
than many of the automatic writings hitherto pub
lished. The subjoined extract will give an idea o'
the phraseology and style employed:
The good things of lite are not to be derided. Too
often the 1 Spiritualistic convert who glimpses truth is
precipitated into wild denunciations of the joy of living.
He expects to lead an etherealised vaporistic and aloof
existence while encased in a solid, sensory and substan
tial body. This is impossible and altogether undesir
able. Let him keep always, as a light burning, the
thought of the inevitability of mind’s supremacy over
matter, let him saturate himself with the eternal truth
of the principle of serving always and co-operating
(even to his material loss if need be) with his fellow
beings—but do not let him seek to emulate life in the
ultra-terrestrial spheres when all his functions, organs,
and temperamental aptitudes are attuned by Omni
potence for a probationary life in the flesh.

* Wihen she motored over to Canterbury from her cottage
at Tankerton last week, Miss Owen, seeing some green figs
in a shop window, bought some, remarked how Lord North
cliffe used to like them and said, “This one isn’t quite ripe,’’
seeing immediately afterwards that it was. This fact, like
many other things referred to in the interview, was, of
course, utterly unknown to the medium.
(Here followed a conversation too personal for publica
tion.)

“I won’t say good-bye,” he resumed, “as I shall
be with you again. Remember there is much work
for you to do, so you must reserve your strength
and vitality.”
“Immediately afterwards;,” says Miss Owen,
“came the words, ‘The power is going, but I won’t
say good-bye, for I shall be with you again. Bless
you and all blessings.’ ”

OF
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I have good reason for the belief that, just as our
own personal influence and expressed, or unseen, guid
ance is a factor in the life and conduct of our children,
and even of some of our friends and acquaintances,
so we are surrounded by a host of unseen friends and
relatives who have gone before us, and who have certain limited powers of influencing
,
*
and even, in parti
cular cases, almost of determining
,
*
the actions of liv*
ing
persons, and may thus in a great variety of indirect ways modify the circumstances and character
of any one or more individuals in whom they are spec
ially interested.

DB.

A.

B.

WALLACE, 0.M

stamps are enclosed to cover postage.

S. F. W. (Coomera River): W
*e
quite agree with your argu
ment and realise the great need of “Spiritualising Spirit
ualism.’
Yes, more men of the type of Mr T. W. Moss, of
Brisbane, would be of great advantage to the cause. Per
haps, as time goes on, more men of this calibre will embrace
the teachings of Spiritualism and present them to the pub
lic in an acceptable form.
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NEW

CATALOGUE.

Christmas is approaching! Are you sending gifts
to friends? If so, why not select Books for the purpose?

o

Refer to our NEW CATALOGUE published in the
November issue, and make a point of ordering early,
as stocks are liable to become depleted.

O
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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WATCH FOR THE GREEN DISC !
Those of our Readers who receive this issue of
“The Harbinger of Light” with a GREEN DISC
embellishing the wrapper, will be good enough
to understand that it is intended as a reminder
that their SUBSCRIPTION for the current year
is now due.
All Subscriptions are payable IN ADVANCE
and unless those concerned forward their remit
tances promptly, we shall be forced to the con
clusion that they do not desire to continue.
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INTERESTING ITEMS FROM ABROAD
“ SOMEONE

HAS

KILLED

MY

FRIEND.”

The monthly review, “Luce e Ombre,” relates
with a query, a case of telepathy under the title of
“Psychic Research.” On the night of August 23rd,
1923, at Argenta, near Ferrara, towards eleven
o'clock, Archdeacon Minzoni, leaving the picture
theatre, was going towards his home when, in a
lonely square, he was assaulted by some unknown
ruffians and was so grievously wounded that he
died after an hour of agony.
In the early hours of the morning of the next day,
before the news of the crime began to get about, a
priest in Ravenna;. Don Angelo
Zannoni, aged 85,
s
who had been an invalid for several months, said to
his housekeeper: “Someone has killed my friend,
Don Giovanni.” The housekeeper thus states the
facts:
“Don Angelo Zannoni, an invalid for seven
months and completely deaf, tells me, on Friday,
August 24th, upon awakening, and when I entered
his room: ‘They have killed my friend Don Gio
vanni whose photograph I had taken.’ He repea
ted this to the members of his family present, but
no one believed it. Later in the course of the morn
ing we learned of the assassination of poor Don
Giovanni Minzoni. You can imagine our astonish
ment. The old man was not in communication
with Minzoni and the photograph had been taken
several years previously. The crime, committed
between 10 and 11.30, had caused his death about
midnight. Don Angelo, on being asked how he had
been warned, could not reply. He had lost his
memory and suffered from cerebral anemia and was
often delirious. I thought he must have been raving when he announced the sad news, but it was
reality. .
Signed, at Ravenna, August 24th, 1923.
SOFIA NAURI.”
JOAN

OP

ARC’S

PRAYER.

The following beautiful communication reaches
us from the Algerian circle “Lumiere et Charite”:
Prayer obtained by the medium T, 14th May, 1924.
We are persuaded that it will interest our readers.
“O my Father, merciful and just- I pray for all
Thv children, and more especially for the children
of France of whom I am, by Thy will, the guide and
stay. I pray for all these cherished beings, more or
less enlightened, in order that they may be spared
further proofs. Few have hnderstood the lessons
of the Great War, and may France, who has suf
fered such terrible assaults from a barbarous
people—so often destroyed, murdered—become the
land of Thy choice, whence great holy ideas may
spring forth, inspired by Jesus, our elder .Brother.
O my Father, may these dear children return unto
themselves, and may the Earth be transformed.
Children, sons of God, it is I Joan who speaks to
you: Cease your struggles—love one another: After
having saved France, and protected you, I am now
the messenger of Peace. I bless you.”
“La Revue Spirite,” Paris.

pressionist sketch of the Foubourg Club,” was
damaged.
The statuette representing Georges
Pioch had been mutilated,
The left arm was
gashed. The white plaster under the red paint
looked like a dressing. Someone remarked, in pass
ing,: ‘Some enemy outrage against Georges Pioch:’
I telegraphed to Pioch to tell him of the occurrence.
I was told that he was absent from Paris. The next
day I met him at a general rehearsal at the Odeon.
He had his left arm in a dressing. That Thursday
afternoon, on the 14th, at the time when the public
noticed the mutilation of the statuette, Georges
Pioch, who was returning from a conference at
Perigueux. was the victim of a slight accident. His
left arm, striking with force one of the windows of
the compartment, was gashed by splinters of glass/’
PSYCHIC

RESEARCH

IN

ATHENS.

According to M. Pascal Fortuny, in the “Revue
Spirite,” mention is made of the formation of a
Greek Society for Psychic Research at Athens. It
has for its objects:
1st. The verification without prejudice, of al'l
psychic phenomena taking place in Greece by in
vestigations, the records of which will constitute
the psychic archives of Greece.
2nd. Experimental research with sensitive sub
jects, the diffusion in public of the results obtained.
The Council of Administration is composed of the
following: Professor Simos Menardos, man of let
ters of Athens University. M. Parlos Nivaruos,
man of letters, Professor K. Meriningas, Surgeon of
the University of Athens; M. Anghelos Panagra;
Madame Callirhoe Parren, leader of the Feminist
movement in Greece.
M. Anghelos Panagra, of the medical staff of the
Royal Marine and Director of the Hellenic Society
for Psychic Research, tells us: “We have won our
first victory at the Medical Society of Athens, where
I gave a lecture on metapyschics, and where, after
a long debate the most eminent members of the
Society have recognised the importance of our
cause. The Medical Society of Athens, in consequence, has declared that ‘psychic studies shall be
Dart of its work’. Our first subject for investigation will be Premonition and premonitory dreams.
We shall communicate to you our observations after
rigorous verification.”

A VAST CIRCULATING LIBRARY.

------ ♦------

To the Editor of “The Harbinger of Light.”

Dear Sir,—
Our highly esteemed friend, the late W. T. Stead, once
made this very practical suggestion: That in the last week
in December of every year we should carefully look
through our bookshelves and put aside all borrowed
volumes, and return these to their rightful owners.
This bounden duty is, of course, incumbent on us all,
and if we will but do it now—there is no need to wait
until the 24th when many of us will be out of town—we
will cause such a flood of literature to pass through the
post office that it will constitute a vast circulating library.
As these books will apparently appear from nowhere, the
WHAT IS THE EXPLANATION?
postal authorities must not blame either the law of aver
In “Le Faubourg” (Paris) of March 15th, Leo age or the innocent booksellers for this sudden invasion!
Poldes publishes this impartial testimony:
We feel sure many a grateful recipient will gladly re
“I am not a Spiritualist. This simple fact I leave compense the postman for bringing to his door some longto. the discussions of those interested and to the in lost treasures from “absent-minded beggars.” “Verbuni
sapienti,” which, be’mg interpreted, means, “a word to
vestigations of the scientists: Thursday afternoon, sat
the wise is sufficient.”
February 14th, I noticed, along with several other
Yours, etc.,
witnesses in the Salon des Independents, that the
ALTRUISTIC.
Melbourne,
12th
Nov,,
1924.
sketch model of the Italian sculptor Febrari, “Im
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CRIME

GODSAX.,

MONKEY
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MEDIUMSHIP.
Dieffo,

.
*
Cftlifornl

PUItPXT.

That the orthodox method of presenting Chris
tian verities has grown to be very wearisome to
American congregations is evidenced by the stunts
to which modern clergymen have recourse in order
to stimulate flagging interest. With a small monkev tied to a broomstick in the pulpit Rev. Colin
O’Farrell, one of Rutte’s mo«t prominent divines
*
nrcached in the First Rantist Church recently to a
larp'e crowd drawn there bv previous advertisement.
According to the morning papers the church was
tn dnrkne«« ex’ceot for a spotlight plaving on the
monkey and the preacher, while the latter declai
med against ‘‘the teaching that we are monkevmade instead of God-made”, which he declared
“must revert the coming generation to brutalitv
beyond description” adding- that in his opinion it
was this sort of teaching that caused the Franks
murder in Chicago.
Rut Rev. O’Farrell had reckoned without the
monkey. whoQe superior sense of the fitness of
th’DP's cauced it to chatter fierce protests, and to
make dashes at the preacher with its teeth bared,
thus bringing the exhibition to an unexpected but
surelv not an untimely end. We are further infornied that Rev. O’Farrell closed his sermon with the
‘statement that if evolution is correct, then the
human came from^the ass instead of the monkey,
and it cannot be denied that the reverend gentle
man went a long way towards proving his asinine
relationship.
But whv should Rev. O’Farrell hold that the
teaching of evolution, which is nothing else than
the Spiritualistic doctrine of progression from
lowest form of life to angel, would incline a man
to revert to the beast he has put beneath him? It
would seem more reasonable to suppose that the
knowledge that his progenitors had, out of brutish
ness. evolved an ever-increasing discrimination
between right and wron0-. would encourage a man
to check the brutality still found in his lower
nature. AVhereas. if man is led to believe that from
a perfect condition he has relapsed into his present
imperfection, what certainty has he of rising to a
higher state? And what confidence can he have in
himself that he will be able to stick it out, should he
by any chance regain his former high position ?

*
4

—■ *i
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had been satiated with a profusion of money,
turn to crime for the excitement that youth rra P
and so they thought it would be nice to commit a
murder, and show their astuteness by getting a Mg
sum of money—-of which they had no need!
It would be unjust to leave the blame for such
crimes on the newspapers and theatres and joke,
mongers, for in a Democracy these are but the
courtiers and panderers who play to the moods of
King Demos. The guilt rests upon the people as a
whole. For in so far as we take pleasure in sensa
tional stories of crime our lackeys will see to it that
we are served,, and we may be sure that the path
ways to crime will be made easy and attractive,
THE

ANTIDOTE

OF

SPIBITUAJLISM.

The sole remedy in sight is that offered by Spiri
tualism. It has become sufficiently obvious that
real democracy cannot free itself of crime save
through recognition of the truth that man is an im
mortal spirit dwelling for a season in a material
body, and that spiritual things, therefore, have as
much practical value to-day as material things,
which are useful and necessary only in so far as they
subserve spiritual ends. And reinforced by the
new and convincing facts of Spiritualism this
ancient truth, in a modern dress, is gradually per
meating the American populace, and is beginning
to crop out in the daily press, and before long it
will appear in the magazines, and will eventually
reach the “leaders” of thought, and at long last this
greatest of all truths will be recognized by the Uni
versities !
IS

THEBE

AN

UI.TEBIOB

MOTIVE?

The much-advertised investigation of mediums
by a committee chosen by the “Scientific Ameri
can” is taking' on a different aspect. It is no longer
possible to suppose that mediums are receiving the
fair and intelligent and sympathetic treatment that
they have a right to expect. It begins to look as if
the whole inquisition were nothing but an attempt,
by antagonistic forces, to round up the leading
mediums of the world by offering them free trans
portation and maintenance, together with a cash
prize and then to discredit the whole . claim of
mediumship at one stroke.
It is impossible to reconcile any theory of fairmindedness of the committee with its treatment
and condemnation of the medium Valientine, who
has since found a stalwart defender and redeemer
in Mr. Dennis Bradley. And now it is given out in
the daily papers that “Margerv, the highly success
ful Spiritualistic medium of Boston, could not do
THE WORLD-WIDE SENSATION.
her stuff in a special locked box arranged by Hou
As for the Franks murder to which Rev. O’Far dini the magician,.” Thus we learn tha,t a magi
rell refers
*
the details of which have no doubt been cian who has written a book in condemnation of
*
is one of those invited to judge
broadcasted in Australia and the world over, it Spiritualism
might be termed the perfect crime. It is true, no whether or not a medium can produce phenomena
doubt, that the boy murderers were simply the ripe impossible to a magician!
It may be that in the case of “Margery” the in
product of the schooling they had received.
Not
because they had been taught that man is related vestigation has struck a snag. It is easy to impose
to the lower animals, but because they had never unfavorable conditions and condemn a medium
been taught that man is also related to the angels out of hand. But “Margery”, unlike most me
and to the Divine Spirit—which is the true law of diums, seems to be a person of some standing and
influence, and surely Boston—in 'spite of a certain
evolution.
And apart from their regular schooling these narrowness—-can find good men and true who will
Chicago youths had learned that crime, before rlo for her what Mr Dennis Bradley has done so
everything else, is featured on the front page of handsomely for the medium Valientine. Thus it
every newspaper, and is played up to in the theatres, mav very well turn out that the “Scientific Ameri
and is treated as a joke by professional jesters. can” investigation will react upon the investiga
Therefore, it would seem quite natural to these tors, and serve to show to the world the methods
poor, sophisticated, richlings, whose every desire adopted to discredit Spiritualism,
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ECTOPLASM AND CLAIRVOYANCE.
DR. GELEY’S GREAT WORK.
THE

PROBLEMS

OF

MEDIUMSHIP.

The object of this book “Ectoplasm and Clair
voyance.” is to unite in one volume the various re
ports of the personal investigations which have ap
peared from time to time during the last four years
in the “.Revue Metapsychique.” Analysis, theory,
philosophical induction are not attempted. It is a
simple statement of facts. Criticism and comment
are reserved for a second volume which was plan
ned to complete the work. Since Dr. Geley’s tragic
death, which is so great a calamity to research, no
word has come telling whether the notes for this
second volume are advanced sufficiently to warrant
expectation of their publication. If not we shall in
deed have suffered a great loss, since it was to em
body his views and deductions concerning the facts
presented in the first volume.
In “Ectoplasm and Clairvoyance” Dr. Geley pre
sents only such phenomena as he has personally
observed. These comprise about an equal number
of objective and subjective phenomena, the most
important of which are those of ectoplasm and clair
voyance.
•The introduction deals with the practical study
of mediumship; the many difficulties, causes of
error and of ’negative results., are noted. An out
line is given of the conditions and collaboration
which are necessary for obtaining demonstration r
Dr. Geley stresses the’ fact that collaboration is an
absolute requirement, and that results are not de
pendent upon the medium alone. 'He tells us that
on the contrary the power of the medium may be
partially or wholly inhibited by lack of collabora
tion or by other unfavorable conditions. This is a
most useful and instructive chapter and should be
studied by all who contemplate experimental work.
DETRIMENTAL

EFFECT

OF

EIGHT.

In speaking of the detrimental effect of light upon
*
physical
phenomena. Dr. Geley remarks upon the
analogous effect which light has in the case of
micro-organic and embryonic forms. He calls
attention to the slow process of organic formation
in biology and says that, if this is retarded by light it
is in no way surprising, when one considers the
rapidity of the organization of ectoplasmic forms,
that we should find it affected by even a dim light.
He states, however, that the prevailing idea as to
red light, which is that it retards phenomena less
than white light, is erroneous; it arises from the
fact that the light is merely diminished in the case
of red light, the only advantage of which is that it
facilitates the handling of photographic material in
the seance room, He suggests that the ideal illu
mination for the seance room would be cold light,
and expresses the hope that it may some time be
perfected to the point of being available for prac
tical purposes.
HOW

MEDIUMS

SHOULD

BE

TREATED.

On the control of the medium Dr. Geley gives
especially pertinent and much needed advice, end
ing this chapter with the emphatic statement:
But what is true, and must be thoroughly under
stood. is that the control should not be blindly used,
nor identical in all cases and at all times. It should
be intelligent; adaoted to conditions; supple; rational.
A rigid control which takes no account of the psycho
logical modalities of the medium is often nullifying,

not because it prevents fraud but because it Inhibits
the initial automatism.

He goes on to say that in initial stages of trance
the medium frequently makes unconscious or auto
matic efforts to use his limbs, which are mistaken
for a conscious effort to cheat. At this period he
should not be too closely restrained as it retards the
trance; later he may be more strictly controlled.
Dr. Geley places responsibility for fraud, conscious
or unconscious, wholly upon the experimenters, and
reminds us that genuine and unconsciously fraudu
lent phenomena may be observed during the same
seance with a perfectly honest medium.
And
again:
The object of observers should not be the certainty
that fraud is impossible (this is difficult to achieve): I
repeat that the object should be to obtain powerful
and complex phenomena which carry their own convic
tion under the conditions of control and with unim
peachable witnesses. If experimenters waste time in
seeking for elementary and mediocre phenomena noth
ing will be more difficult than the achievement of a
perfectly satisfactory control. If they are wise enough
to ignore elementary phenomena and the little tricks
which may produce them; if they allow the manifesta
tions to develop, without paralyzing them by too many
arlx'trary exactions, then surely they will obtain such
a variety of important facts, sometimes so beautiful,
that they will be definitely and unshakably convinced.
ECTOPLASMIC

PHENOMENA.

The first part of the book deals with clairvoyance.
The second part, which deals with ectoplasm, de
votes many pages to ..the work of Franek Kluski,
who is considered by the author to be the greatest
living medium, and of the highest character. Illus
trations show full size photographs of the paraffin
moulds, with detailed descriptions of methods and
control used in obtaining them. Experiments with
Guzik are next mentioned; also those with Eva
Carriere.
Of the Sorbonne experiments Dr. Geley remarks
that in these abortive seances no account was taken
of the medium’s ill health, and that he himself had
seven successive negative seances with Guzik when
the‘medium was in bad health. 'He says that the
hasty conclusions made by the Sorbonne observers
were arrived at after very few experiments and werd
prematurely fomulated, based upon suspicion, not
proof, of fraud. He reminds us that Eusapia Palla
dino’s tricks were discovered by the metapsycholo
gists and did not deceive them; yet they observed
many genuine phenomena.
The discussion of lights refers to the similarity
found between those recently observed and the
luminosities described by Sir William Crookes.
Schrenck-Notzing’s work is briefly mentioned, and
a formidable list of well-known names attesting
the authenticity of his observations is given.
In conclusion Dr. Geley says that it is not his in
tention to leave this volume, a bare statement of
facts, unanalyzed and undiscussed, but that the
scientific and philosophical considerations are too
important to be attempted in the same volume and
are reserved for a second volume which he hoped to
publish within a few months. Eet us hope that this
valuable work is not lost to us, but that it will be
found to be so near completion that it may yet be
published in spite of the author’s untimely death.
Our debt to him is already great; and even though
this hope be vain we have much precious material
which has been given us through his persistent and
devoted effort.—“Journal of the American Society
for Psychical Research.”
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“SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN"

APPROAOHING

CONCLUSION
From

DISCOVERS

A

PERFECT

MEDIUM.

OF DRASTIC AND EXHAUSTIVE INVESTIGATION.

the “ Sunday

Herald,”

Boston, U. S A.

four readers have been Informed from time to
for many months past in America and Great Brltnl
ligations by a specially-qualified Committee under
“The Scientific American,” which offered a prize of
deniably genuine psychic phenomena.
Several mo
the Committee has been concentrating its attention
•‘Margery,” but whose Identity has at last been
physician of Boston.
had proved 100 per cent, genuine, but had one more tent
At the time of the despatch of the accompanying article
to undergo which the majority of the Committee were confident she would successfully achieve. Mrs. Crandon, however, it has been publicly stated, has no Intention of accepting the prize for her personal benefit. No experiments could
possibly be more exacting than those to which she has readily submitted and she is to be heartily congratulated on having
come through the ordeal with flying colors, This result should, at least, convince the world that mediumlstic powers are
a reality, however much they may sometimes be misused by unworthy psychics, and deserving of the serious consideration
of scientific minds.—Eld.]

“Margery” has been
Dr. and Mrs. Crandon,
located.
where he was. as he ad
mitted. “for purposes of |
The exciting mystery
scientific investigation."
built up by a leading
! adds further confirmsscientific
publication
tion to the statement.
has been solved and the
Dr. Carrington and Dr.
identity of the Boston
Comstock, both mem
woman, who has been
bers of the jury appoin
baffling scientific men
ted by the committee
and scholars, as well as
on
psychic
research,
puzzling laymen, by her
though
reluctant to
revelations of unusual
talk
about
the medium,
psychic ability, is reveadid not hesitate to talk
ted. That she will pro
about
the case and
bably be awarded the
about psychic research
2,500 dol. prize offered
in general.
by the “Scientific Ame
Mrs. Crandon, when
rican” for the most con
asked point-blank if she
vincing proof of this
had been awarded the
ability is confidently
2.500 dol. prize by the
predicted by the dozen
“Scientific ^American,”
or more “sitters” who
answered promptly :
have attended the sean
“No not yeti
Later
ces thus far. Four out
she
referred
"
wer
quesof the five men selected
tioner to “Dr.
1
Comas a jury are thoroughly
stock,
”
and
when
. told
convinced that the Bos
that that authority had
ton woman is 100 per
already been inter
cent, genuine, and it is
viewed,
replied naively:
believed that announce
“Yes, he told me that
ment of the award will
•rvou had been to see him, and that he had talked
come within a very few days.
The mysterious medium, described in the magazine with you.”
As a matter of fact, in the interview referred to,
that has been exploiting the work as “non-professional” and “the wife of a Boston physician,” has though the name of “Margery” recurred frequently,
been identified as Mrs. Le Roi ,G. Crandon, wife of that of Mrs., Crandon had not once been mentioned!
the Boston surgeon 'of that name, who has an office Further corroborative testimony is furnished in the
on Commonwealth Avenue and a home on quaint fact that long before J. Malcolm Bird, in the interests
old Lime Street. The very prominence of Dr. Cran of the “Scientific American,” came into the picture.
don, who was a professor of surgery at Harvard Boston friends were often at the Crandon home,
Medical School for more than 15 years,, who is an where Mrs. Crandon made frequent display of her
author of text-books on surgery and a recognised unusual powers. Those Boston friends were not
authority, places'Mrs. Crandon in a position that is bound to secrecy and freely discussed the pheno
unique among mediums and does much to remove mena which they so often witnessed.
Also, “Margery” is known to have a 12-year-old
any suggestion of fraud from her neighborhood.
son,
and so has Mrs. Crandon. The fact that the
While not admitting the charge that she is
“Margery,” in just so many words, Mrs. Crandon “control” that works directly through Mrs. Cran
makes no vigorous denial that such is the case. Her don is known to the circle as “Walter” rather than
admissions are of the nature that tend to an affirma Chester, as he is called in the magazine,.means noth
ing at all. since Mr. Bird admits that he "camou
tive rather than a negative conclusion.
The fact that Dr. Hereward Carrington received flaged” both the medium and the control under
the writer of this story in the Lime Street home of other names,
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rings a bell.| With the circle absolutely controlled,
I be search for the most convincing proof of me the bell will ring. If directed to ring live it ring
diumship by the “Scientific American’’ began early five; if asked to ring three, it rings three.
Later on, a phosphorescent plaque was prepared
in the spring- of this year and at that time a jury of
and
laid on top of the apparatus.
Phosphorous
five men was appointed to work on the case. They
included Dr. Hereward Carrington, author of many glows in the dark and any foreign object touching
works on psychical research ; Dr. Walter Franklin it would naturally obscure this glow and show up
Prince, secretary of the American Society for Psy dark. The plaque has been placed on the bell, and,
chical Research; Harry Houdini, all of New York; with no hand touching it, nothing obscuring the
and Dr. William McDougall, psychology professor light, has persisted in ringing and answering the
of Harvard, and Dr. Daniel F. Comstock, Boston, demands made upon it by ringing various numbers
asked for.
members of the committee.
As a matter of fact, according to Dr. Carrington’s
Four New York mediums were investigated
statement,
there is onlv one more test to be applied
shortly after the announcement of the prize was
made, and all “disposed of in short order and with to “Margery” to establish her as 100 per cent, to
out difficulty,” according to Dr. Carrington. Then four out of five members of the committee. “I became the Boston woman, with her offer to demon live we will get that” he said. “It is very easily
strate her ability before the committee, and to give controlled, and once we have demonstrated it effec
them every opportunity to study her work. Her tively to each member of the committee, we will
stipulation was that she was to remain anonymous have finished our work.”
HOUDINI WILL NOT BELIEVE!
and her identity guarded as closely as possible. The
committee agreed to do this thing. but the publicity
Though four out of five members of the commit
that was given the tests, with the fact that she was tee have been most conscientious in their attendance,
rapidly becoming 100 per cent, fraud proof, made it Houdini has made only two visits and sat in
dailv more and more difficult to guard the secret.
only two seances. Thoroughly sceptical, he has re
The fact that so many Boston people knew
fused to be convinced of the genuineness of Mrs.
Mrs. Crandon’s ability in this direction, coupled Crandon’s mediumship and has made no further
with the convincing though silent testimony of the visits to the house. The committee, however, has
the New Jersey car in which the New York mem guarded against any such contingency by determin
bers of the committee made the trip, standing hours ing that, a four-fifths vote would decide the award.
at a time in ciuiet Lime Street outside the Crandon
Demonstrations of psychic phenomena run along
home, pointed conclusively in her direction.
much the same lines, according to Dr. Carrington.
Mrs Crandon, or “Margery,” as she is known, has Mediums do much the same things, such as moving
worked steadily with the-committee since April, with articles, .rappings, answering questions by. means of
the exception of a few weeks when she went to knocks,.levitating articles, making lights of different
England. At that time a British photographer who colors appear where lights- have never been, the
makes psychic photographs made a number of her. playing,, of musical instruments bv unseen hands,
and they showed the spirit photograph of Walter and so on. Yet. according to Dr. Carrington.
above her head. In England she astounded a group “Margery” has given some demonstrations that the
of scientists with her demonstrations in the five usual medium is not able to give. Some of the
sittings that she gave there.
things that she has done are not included in the his
SOME OF THE PHENOMENA.
tory of psychic research in any country. The phos
The Boston sittings; according to Dr. Carrington, phorescent plaque and the introduction of the heal
take place in the medium’s own home, although she thy live pip-eon through brick walls are phenomena
is perfectly willing to go'anywhere or sit anywhere that he' included in this list.
To the same question, put to Dr. Comstock, as to
that the committee desires. Sittings may be in Dr.
whether
“Margery” had really done anything that
Comstork’s laboratory or in Dr. McDougall’s office,
and it will make no difference to her comfort or her other mediums had not been known to do, he made
convenrenc.e. These sittings have usually been pre this answer: “I suppose that if you looked into the
faced by a dinner in the great cool dining room of history of p^vchical research for the past 30 years,
the Crandon residence. Sometimes the phenomena you would find that it ran along much the same
took place around the table, sometimes in an upper way all of that time and did.much the same things.’>
THE SAME OLD STORY!
room of the house, which has been fitted for the
purpose.
Dr. Comstock regards psychic research as the
Details of these sittings have been thoroughly “baby science of 1924.” And the attitude of the
gone into by the “Scientific American,” which has public regarding it, he says, is identical with the
told at .great length of the mysterious introduction attitude of .the public toward electricity, toward
of a pigeon, through the walls of the house, and radio, toward every new science that has ever been
found upon the floor of the dining room: of the in- perfected. The fact' that no one understands the
troducorv bars of “Souvenir” by which Walter an thing that actuates psychic phenomena-, the force
nounces his approach; of the striking of a psychic that causes .tables to rise in the air and bells to ring,
clock, chiming ten, and the signal for the departure phonographs to play and mysterious bars' of music
of the mysterious control, a faint bugle playing to come from untenanted corners of the house, does
not alter the fact that these things do occur, so he
“taps.”
says.
Many more phenomena are detailed, but since the
The scientist approaches such phenomena with an
last issue of the magazine “Margery” has given
proof of her mediumship through another test done open mind. The public approaches it with a mind
bv apparatus. This constitutes the ringing of a colored by preconceived views and theories. , Dr.
bell bv psychic hands. The medium, according' to Comstock quoted a famous authoritv on the subject
Dr. Carrington, who describes this experiment, is. in defending his own position: “I didn’t say.it was
thoroughly controlled, hands head and feet. The possible. I only said it was true!”
The scientist studies the phenomena first, and
circle clasp hands and also control feet, and the
goes
into the theories and the reasons afterward.
apparatus is placed in the center of the table. It
consists of two pieces of wood, arranged clapper The layman approaches the subject much as a trav
fashion, and the pressing down of the top piece_ eller going into Africa would if he laid a map of the
AN
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ub,e in his London town house an I
5
In this part of the country 1 must find thus
and so, and it must be there because I say so.”
It is in this scientific attitude of mind that Dr.
Comstock has viewed the “Margery mediumship”
—~an attitude entirely different from that of 'Hou
dini, who was convinced according to some mem
bers of the committee, of fraud in the very first
place. Consequently Dr. Comstock and Houdini
had some difficulty in reconciling their opinions at
the sittings at which both were present.
Should Mrs. Crandon win the 2,500 dol. prize, as
it is generally conceded that she may, she will be the
only real 100 per cent, medium in this country.
There have been convincing mediums before, such
as Palladino, but the latter was a trickster, accord
ing to Dr. Carrington, who would cheat if she could
possibly do so, but could actually produce pheno
mena if sufficiently controlled.
THE

DISINTERESTEDNESS

OF

“ MARGERY.”

The “Margery” of this investigation has never
commercialized her talent in any way, and even
now. in these investigations, she is “paying the
freight.” to borrow J. Malcolm Bird’s own phrase,
for all sittings, travelling expenses and entertain
ment of the committee members. Mr. Bird him
self has spent days in the house., as have also Dr.
Carrington and other members of the committee.
Her mediumship began to develop some years
ago, following the death of her brother Walter, who
was believed to be psychic. Gradually he seemed
to assume control .of his sister and through her to
perform the psychic phenomena that have been as
founding the scientists.
At first Mrs Crandon reserved the demonstrations
of her power for her circle of friends, and it was a
common thing for a large group to meet for dinner
in her spacious house and then retire to the upstairs
room that had been set aside for sittings. As the
meetings became more frequent her powers seemed
to develop, and she gradually found that she could
perform many of the stunts recorded in the history
of .other mediums.
One of the interesting feats that astounded the
friendly circle early in the history of the affair was
the’ flirting of roses against their cheeks as they sat
in the circle in the dark. Mrs Crandon is very fond
of flowers and usually has them upon her dinner
table, laid at right angles to one another beside her
plate. These would be flirted through the air,
caressing the cheek of one guest and then another
at different points of the circle.
Psychic odors
were wafted into the circle, following a discovery
of Dr. Crandon that some medium had produced
such odors, and that Walter had not really done this
thing.
At the end of the seances Walter usually sets the
time for the next one and outlines the things that
he proposes to do when the time comes. He also
mentions who may and who may not be present at
such times. Several Boston friends have found, to
their regret, that at the end of a sitting “Walter
said they couldn’t come any more,” and have been
obliged to renounce this close study of an inter
esting psychic development from that time on.
Sir William Barrett’s book. “On the Threshold of the
Unseen” has been translated into Spanish, and the editor
M. Aguilar, writing to him from Madrid, says: “I am glad
the Spanish edition of your book is satisfactory to you. . .
It will be known throughout. Latin America, for I have
correspondents in the principal towns of all the South
American Republics, and if it would interest you, I may
say that I have already sent there over one thousand
copies of 'En el Umbral de lo Invisible,’”

LIGHT.
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Some months ago Professor Edgar Lucien Larkin
underwent a major operation, from the effects of
which he never recovered—although he appeared
to improve from time to time—and on the 11th of
October last his ethereal body released itself from
its physical counterpart and went forward to par
ticipate in the “more abundant life” beyond.
I~lis name will long be remembered by readers of
this journal. The many contributions from his pen
were invariably read with both interest and profit.
The last appeared in the November issue, and it
was his intention to have continued the series. His
work, however, has to be carried to completion from
the Other Side, and we know from frequent corres
pondence that he was looking forward to the change
of scene with joyous expectancy. To him the spiri
tual world seemed to be much more real than the
material, and its denizens as natural and familiar as
any of his friends encased in earthly form. It was
not always’ so, however. Originally a Materialist,
it was only by slow degrees that he evolved into the
enthusiastic Spiritualist of later years.
Twenty
years ago he wrote:—
You know how strenuously I have written for 40
years all over the world in 70 different papers and
magazines on Natural Science and rigid Materialism—
over 4000 articles which I now see clearly were on the
wrong side. Now I am studying and writing all the
jime on Psychology and Mental Subjects.

Since then he has largely concentrated on spiri-.
tual themes, and his published works are a combina
tion of the scientific and the spiritual significance of
terrestrial existence. Twenty-four years ago he was
appointed Astronomical Director of the Lowe Ob
servatory, California, and at the time of his transi
tion was 77 years of age.
The news reached us just as we were going to
press, and in his demise we feel we have temporarily
lo^t a close personal friend, and certainly one whose
contributions to this journal were highly valued.
Our kindliest thoughts are,. therefore, wafted tc
him and we wish him constant joy as he continues
to scale the spiritual heights.

*

*

*

*

The “Order of Light,” Adelaide, has secured the
services of Swami Sathyananda for an extended
term. ’His opening addresses on. “Penetrating
Sight” and “Life After Death” were delivered be
fore large audiences and were well received. The
Swami, being of Parsee descent, belongs to the in
tellectual caste of India, and conversation quickly
reveals him as a man of considerable culture. He
has a profound knowledge of subjects relating to
the occult and his delivery is both lucid and fluent.
He is, moreover, a teacher—the English for Swami
in “teacher”—possessing, in a peculiar degree, the
gift of imparting his knowledge to others, and is
also a very effective magnetic healer. A quiet,
charming manner adds to the attractiveness of his
personality, and judging from our interviews with
him we should say that the more one knew of him
the more one would like him.
We wish him a
pleasant and successful sojourn in Adelaide.
I do not know of any other subject on the face of the
earth that can for one moment compare with it (psychical
investigation) in importance. On the turning of this in
vestigation depends the opinion which the intelligent
world is to hold in the future as to the nature and destiny
of man.—Rev. Minot J. Savage.

My profession causes me to have a pleasing counten
ance, yet I am acutely dejected at times when I come in
contact with people who are miserable. I pray for them,
as I hand out my small material assistance.—Sarah Bern
hardt,
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CHAPTERS FROM
MY— ASTRAL LIFE.
------ ------VIVID

DESCRIPTION

OF

“A CELESTIAL INITIATION.”

By H. M. BOUCHER, Auckland,

New

Zealand.

[Many of our readers have written In terms of appreciation of the series of articles appearing in this Journal from
the pen of Mr. Boucher. Some of these letters come from abroad. They have evidently attracted the attention of Mr.
Edward C. Randall, of New York, author of ,‘The Dead Have Never Died," "The Frontiers of the After Life,’’ nnd other
works, and who writes to Mr. Boucher in the following gratifying strain: “I have read your article In ‘The Harbinger of
Light' for August 1st, 1924, with great Interest. Perhaps you are familiar with my psychic research and the many
volumes that I have written of and concerning the same. My last work is now in preparation. It will be entitled, "TOLD
IN THE AFTER LIFE,” and will deal with Astral Projection, and the Dream condition, to some extent. I would like
very much to incorporate in a chapter the description of your experience above mentioned, but I do not feel at liberty so
to do without your permission. If you feel Inclined to accord me this very great privilege, I shall be glad to hear from
you."—Ed.]
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Before commencing to define, and explain, this
most stupendous cosmic spectacle—its enormity,
profundity, and immensity being beyond all power
of adequate verbal or written expression, as it
exhibited such tremendous depths terrific unscaleable heights, and horizonless circles of infinite ex
tension that nothing but the immortal soul itself
could understand—I am instructed to give a brief
description of the mortal stage and settings where
on this cosmic picture of celestial splendour was
produced. Full fourteen times had fair Luna
waxed and waned since I first became a “Twice
Born,” and now in the third week of the month
called June, year (Anno Domini, 1898, our mother
Earth (Zendah) was passing the cusp or boundar
ies of the astrologic Houses of Gemini and Cancer,
and our glorious luminary, the Sun, having about
reached his lowest declension, was preparing to
start upon his upward heavenly journey once again.
With all stellar aspects favorable—from the posi
tion of mighty golden Jupiter : crimson and ruby
tinted Mars; beautiful Venus, looking like a silver
globe of incandescent light, and the three bright
stars of “Orion’s Belt ” conspicuously clear; also
the “Seven Sisters” scintillating as they neared the
horizon, while the weirdly mystic Southern Cross
shone brightly, a luminous, and glorious emblem to
all mankind—the time was deemed propitious, by
my ancient Egyptian Master, and chief inspiring
Genii, for my initiation, or induction, into some of
the sublime mysteries of being.
AUSTRALIA—THE

LAND

OF

ROMANCE

AND

MYSTERY.

The locality chosen for the ceremony was Sydney,
the capital of sunny New South Wales, which is a
part of what is now called Australia, but was once
a portion of the great Lemurian Continent that pre
ceded ’Atlantis, and has the most extraordinary and
mysterious pre-historic past that it is possible to
conceive. I have spent many nights alone amid
its haunted primeval forests, have travelled alone,
and on foot, several thousand miles, both across its
lonely treeless plains and also over its lofty moun
tain ranges, and psychically felt the weird and
strange influences of its long-forgotten past. On
my second day alone in the bush, nearly half-a-century ago, I first felt that mystical feeling, that I had
been there before, and so I had, not only astrally,
but I lived in the old Lemurian days, in other forms
than man. At times I have turned back a few pages
of its Astral Records, seen some of its gigantic and
grotesque creatures, including, of course, antedeluvian monsters, flocks of flying serpents, and also bi
sexual human beings that existed before the differ
entiation of the sexes was complete. Thus such a
romantic and mysterious land was most suitable for
my coming initiation,

I was stripped of all vestures of the soul, ex
cepting only one ethereal envelope, so tenuous and
transparent as to appear like unto the clearest of
glass, yet it was strong beyond all comparison, and
pliable as elastic. It was the very last garment,
vehicle, or encasement of the luminous conscious
spark of Life itself, and it alone differentiated, or
separated, me from the all-pervading Cosmic Life.
It still retained its mortal shape but instead of my
mental consciousness being limited by my brain
capacity, and cranial development, I had a conscious
ness pervading my whole being, even as though my
ethereal envelope were non-existent. I felt, saw.
sensed, and perceived simultaneously through all
parts of my etheric form, from the crown of my
head, tp the soles of my feet—that is to say, I psychometrised, and visualised both before, 'behind,
above, below, and all'round me at one and the same
time.
A

DRAMA

THAT

STAGGERS

IMAGINATION.

This sublime drama began with me, a single, so1!tary, naked soul standing upon the top of a mig1'
stone tower, which was part of an enormous build
ing; the summit of the tower upon which I stood
was many thousands of feet above the Earth; It
appeared to b'e night time, and the whole world
seemed wrapped in deepest slumber. All around
the tower upon which I stood, and stretching out in
all directions like an infintely vast circular pano
rama, were countless thousands of mighty stone
buildings, gigantic and colossal in size; also most
stupendous in their height; all were white in color,
square in form, and each separate stone fitted square
and true in-its allotted place.
Each building had a tower somewhat similar to
the one upon which I stood, only varying in size and
height The combined effect of these truly Titanic
edifices, numberless as they were, was that of one
city, but so vast and enormous in extent that its
streets appeared to be endless and its boundaries
without limitation. Looking downward ‘into abvsmaj voids, these weird and strangely beautiful
buildings looked as if their foundations were laid
in the measureless depths of eternal time, even as
they seemed to fill an infinite, limitless space.
I now perceived that all things visible, both the
heavens above and the worlds beneath me, were
existing within and also permeated by a strangely
weird, beautiful, and mystical light. ’Twas the light
nee’r seen on land or sea. Soft and clear, like unto
an all-pervading wave of luminous liquid light, trans
parent as the coral seas when calm, it was most in
describably beautiful, its color incomparable to any
earthly tint or hue. It seemed to resemble the
light of a full moon, but composed of all the colors
of the rainbow blended into one, with a soft emerald
green predominating,
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Nt»w, KMkuig farther away (apparently) but really
an v\|Mnsion of vonsvionMics
*,
I beheld n most
awful, wonderful, and solemn sight flowing
through the city, and also sweeping through the
buildings, was a vast and silent river, its current
both swift and strong, its surface calm, level, and
smooth, its depth unfathomable, and its width im
measurable as space itself. The combined effect of
this most awful, strange, mysterious silent river,
and the enchanting mystic multi-colored light, filled
me with such joyous ecstacy and rapture of soul as
no language can describe.

oi

light.

flic leftcis forming llus nuxi • it tr<l
could not. because they were in innilmt'i
each letter seemed comprised »»f man
'M.
dazzling jewels, diamonds, rubies. «apt>hire/m
raids, and other precious stones and all were afl
blazing with celestial fire amidst a furnace
posed of dazzling, lambent golden flames.
Again my consciousness expanded, and I bectm
aware of the fact that the whole of the time th *
had been audible the strains of such sweet musk <
no mortal ever did, or could, produce; it was celes
tial music, divinely inspired, sweetly soft and low
THE MATCHLE8S FIRMAMENT OF GOD.
but yet distinctly clear, also supremely grand, and
So. in the highest exhaltation of mind and being, its vibrations thrilled and thrilled me through and
every part of me thrilling in harmonious, sympathe through, again and again causing once more an up
tic, response to the glorious celestial vibrations lifting and expansion of soul in ecstasy and adora
pouring through me, I stood upon that mighty tion unto the Divine author of the music. It soun
tower and, with hands uplifted, praved unto “The. ded like the sweetest song that angel ever sung, and
M ost High God” to allow this divine manifestation in its musical aspect could be compared best to one
to long continue. My request was granted and for very soft note, played by a master musician upon
several hours of mortal time I enjoyed the felicity an exceptionally sweet-toned silver cornet.
THE MOST HIGH GOD’S LOVE SONG.
and inconceivable happiness of this truly celestial
This indescribably beautiful, fascinating, also
state. Again my consciousness expanded; and I;
apparently looking upward, saw that the sky ap most enchanting and haunting melody, filled all that
peared infinite in extent, and filled in every part vast stupendous cosmic space, while all things re
with countless thousands of stars, all a brilliant sponded rhythmically with it, because it was both
shining gold in color; some were larger than others the music of the spheres, the song of the stars, the
some appeared to shine alone, as it were; while humming of the machinery of the Universe, and,
thousands of other stars formed clusters, like unto most important of all, it was The Most High God’s
a number of jewels set close together. But whether own Love Song, sung by Himself alone! It was
large or small, single or- in groups, there was not one note, it was one song, and played upon one in
one inch of space in the whole vast firmament of strument, which was the whole vast manifested
Heaven, but were visible those glorious golden Universe, and the player one Master Musician, who
was both in Himself the Creator, Sustainer, and
stars.
Up to now there had been some approximation to Ruler of all things, created or uncreate, and the
what mortals call space, and distance, but, as if by music expressed the love that our Heavenly Father
magic, this aspect ended, for suddenly both night has for all His children.
Entranced, spellbound with delightful joy, for
and sky did disappear. I was now standing in the
centre of one grand stupendous all-encircling dome, hours did this celestial state continue, while all the
its whole vast expanse being closely packed with while did sound that sweetly soft melodious strain
stars that flashed and shone as diamonds might, and that “Love is God, and God is Love.” Still the
could only be compared to a myriad brilliant jewels strangely-silent stream flowed on, and on, the
myriad million golden stars shone brightly, and the
set in burnished gold.
Sacred Mystic Monogram did in golden brilliance
Filled with adoration, admiration, and wonder at blaze, high above and over all. Amen. Amen.
this sublime spectacle, my soul poured forth its ess Amen. All praise unto Thee, Thou Universal
ence unto the Creator of all this Majestic Splendour Light.
in thanks and praise for the glory, beauty, and love
that I now beheld. But again, and yet again, and EXPLANATION OF THE MYSTERIES.
Having opened the tablets of my memory, and
each time wider still, did the Heavens open unto me,
until, at last, it was as though, a gigantic, aye colos repeatedly visualised for days past every incident
sal scroll were unrolled before my eager gaze, and of this celestial initiation, so as to describe it in
always were to be seen still more countless golden both an accurate and realistic manner, I will now, so
stars. Well did I know that there was no end to far as I am allowed, explain the exoteric, or literal
them, countless indeed were they, even as the meaning, of the various things just described.
grains of sand upon the sea shore, and each star was There are three things in particular, which this
a world, and each world a star, not dead but living, initiation specially inculcated in my mind for ever:
First, the glory, majesty, and love of God. The
for what I now beheld was not the material world,
but the celestial soul of the Star, and their glorious glory was, of course, chiefly manifested in the starry
golden brilliance radiated from their interiors and splendour of the celestial Heavens, which were
was not reflected from any external light whatever. veritably the visible garment of the invisible, Aum.
They were the jewels adorning the royal purple The Love of God was felt in the music of the stars,
inspired by God Himself and, once heard, could
velvet mantle, of “Infallible Majesty Itself.”
THE
GREATEST MYSTERY 01
*
ALL!
never be forgotten, for it stamps indelibly upon the
After several hours (mortal time) of this wonder Soul the realisation that Love is the supreme attri
ful celestial vision, I beheld the greatest mystery of bute of God. The Majesty and mystery of the
all; namely: The Sacred Name of God, called by Supreme Lord of All is, of course, exemplified in the
mystics “The Ineffable Name,” or the unpronounc Sacred Monogram, which is at once a symbol of
able Name of the “Most High.” I felt that it was Infallible Majesty, and Absolute All-pervading
just directly above my head, but as I upward looked Power; it is also a signet, or sign manual, of supreme
and, filled with amazement at this strange myster authority over all things manifested, or unmanifesious monogram, I saw, oh! mystery of mysteries, ted.
I am permitted to say a little in reference to the
that although I psychically felt., as if it were close
to me. yet was it vertically an immeasurable dis legends about the “Ineffable Name,” and its mighty
tance from me. Also high above, and over all, and powers. Well, any Archangel, acting as a direct
everything visible unto me. I fried hard to read messenger and agent of God. would have reflected
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the harbinger of light.

within their being a luminous duplicate of the Sacveil Name, and this would endow them with a power,
tin proportion to their spiritual status) over the ele
ments, and all beings inferior to themselves in spiri
tual evolution. This power and authority over the
elements and all beings has also, to a limited extent,
been attained by some of the “Great Initiates” of the
past notably the Thrice-great Hermes of ancient
Egypt 1 Moschkiq, of the Exodus; and Sulieman
Akbar, famous in all Arabian legends (not Solomon
king' of Israel, who is often confused with Sulie
man Akbar). More upon this subject I may not
write at present.
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ANOTHER CENOTAPHPHOTOflRAPH.
“A

SEA

OF

SPIRIT

FACES.”

*
Fol
the third year in succession arrangements
were made for taking a spirit-photograph at the
Amistice Day open-air service held at the Cenotaph,
Whitehall, London, on November 11th last, the op
erator being Mrs. Deane, through whose psychic
powers wonderful pictures were obtained at the
scene in 1922 and 1923.
The photograph taken
three weeks ago appears to have been equally suc
cessful, judging by the following cable published in
“The Sun Pictorial,” Melbourne, on November
FURTHER EXPLANATIONS.
14th.:
“Photographic plates, - exposed by Mrs.
To continue my explanations:
Deane,
a well-knowin Spiritualist, while the
The Heavens opening or unfolding, again and
two-minuttes silence was being observed on
again, and this being continually repeated; also the
Armistice Day, show what appears to be a sea
countless stars shewn unto me, was to impress upon
of spiriit faces, mostly young men, surround
the soul for ever, positively, the fact of a timeless
ing the Cenotaph. Mrs. Deane says that she
endless, infinite Universe, without beginning and,
took up a position at Whitehall at daybreak to
therefore, without end. For remember this obvious
secure the photographs. jShe declares that the
fact: That which once had a beginning must also
plates have not been tampered with in any
have an end.
wav.”
In reference to the slumbering world, it means
On Armistice Sunday a great mass meeting of
that mankind is sound asleep, slumbering spiritu Spiritualists was held at the Queen’s Hall, London,
ally, in almost total ignorance of any knowledge when short addresses were delivered by Sir Arthur
except upon the material aspect of things.
Conan Doyle, the Rev. G. Vale Owen, Mr E. Oaten
The beautiful, strangely mixed, colored, wave (Editor'of the “Two Worlds”), Mr Percy Street,
like atmosphere, is composed of the very finest Miss Estelle Stead, and other prominent people.
essences, or essential elements in their etheric par The chair was taken by Mr George Craze, and Cap
ticles, sublimated or in a state of solution, like unto tain F. C. E. Dimmick officiated at the organ. The
salt dissolved in water, and the primal essence of spacious building was filled to overflowing and in
all material things, whether mineral or vegetable, is tense interest was manifested in the proceedings.
there latent in that strange atmosphere.
The silent river is the River of Life, or Cosmic LECTURES ON SENSATIONAL THEMES.
----------- O—------breath, or Life-wave, which flows on and on for
On the Sunday ‘evenings during the month of
ever, for if it were to cease for only one moment,
the whole manifested Universe would disappear, November Mr. H. M. Boucher, of Auckland, a
and all things become both void of shape and sub series of very remarkable articles from whose pen
has been appearing of late in the columns of this
stance,
journal,
large audiences at the Palace
Another important lesson learned is the Oneness Theatre, addressed
Auckland, under the auspices of
of all things, the one Universe, the one Song, the the New Newton,
Association of Spiritualists, in
one Instrument, the one Note, the one Musician, and conjunctionZealand
with
the
Church oUSpiritual Scientists.
the one Ruler over all—in reality, all worlds spiri The
subjects which formed the themes of his dis
tual or material, unitedly form one co-existent Cos *courses
'Were: “Armageddon—the Coming Cata
mic world.
clysm,” “A World Revolution—Nature’s Great Up
In regard to the expression, “the song of the heaval,”; “The Final War”, and “The Return of
Stars,” actually they do sing musically, for, remem Christ—^The World Teacher.”
The character of
ber I am describing the celestial forms that repre the lectures naturally evoked the deepest interest
sent the soul of the stars, and not their material and caused the audiences “furiously to think” as the
globe-like bodies.
For, as the .immortal P'lato prophetic details were presented in a lucid and im
taught, the worlds have souls.
pressive manner.
The colossal buildings and mighty towers, exist
“TOWARDS THE STARS.”
ing eternally iii the celestial ’Heavens, collectively
in resemblance to a city, represent the spiritual
Have you read Dennis Bradley’s great work, “To
work and labors of countless spiritual teachers,
wards
rhe Stars?” If not, get it and read it again
martyrs and saints throughout the ages, and the
gigantic proportions of the city show that it includes and again.
ft is the book that has caused such a remarkable
many, many worlds besides ours. Separately each
tower constitutes the result of the labor, after many flutter among all classes of readers in Great Britain,
centuries, of some great world-religion, and the and the latest reports from London state it is one of
height of each tower is in proportion to the nearness the “best sellers” of the season.
The conversion of such a pronounced cynic arid
to Truth absolute, as taught by the religion it re
iconoclast
is no small triumps for Spiritualism. and
presents. There is nothing that can rise above
Truth, consequently, the nearer to. Truth, so will its consequently we are not surprised at the perturba
builders be nearer to God in their conceptions, and tion it has caused in the minds of our opponents.
Now in stock at the office of “The Harbinger of
their towers also, in height, will correspond with Light.
”
the wisdom of those who built them.
iWe must not for a moment forget that man is a spirit,
differing only from the spirit after the death of the body,
by the necessities and limitations of its physical connec
tion. As such, it is capable within such limitations of
manifesting the phenomena of spirit.—Hudson Tuttle,

A football player who transferred to two different clubs
and changed his religion on each occasion has caused the
Consett and District (County Durham) Churches Football
League to adopt a rule stipulating that every registered
player shall be a member of, and a regular attender at, a
specific place of worship.
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WEST AUSTRALIA.
SPIRITUALISTIC

Again we were provided with excellent speakers duriing tho
month, among whom were
Mesdames
Redfern,
Hopkins,
Twelvetree, Pybus, Benson and Levorna, and Messrs Win
terton, Applegarth and Trainee.
G. TUBB, Hon. Secretary.
NORTHUMBERLAND

AVENUE

SOCIETY.

Our Society is making very gratifying progress, services
being held every night of the week, with the exception of
Fridays (reserved for the developing class) at 5 Northumber
land Avenue, Stanmore, Sydney. The services are conducted
strictly on the lines of Christian Spiiritualism. We have an
average attendance of forty. Our leader is Mr H. Ashley,
who brings comfort to many a weary soul with his inspiring
spiritual messages which are given free after the service.
At present Mr Ashley is busily engaged in organising and
raising funds for a Christmas treat for the poor children of
Annandale. At our November social evening we wished bon
voyage to Mrs Benson, a Sydney co-worker, wlio is leaving
here to take up spiritual work under the auspices of the
New Zealand National Association of Spiritualist Churches.
R. HAWKINS, Recorder.
lectures

on

occultism .

We are pleased to report increased attendances at lectures
held at Mr Foster’s rooms, Syrdney.
On October 12th Mr T. W. Moss (President of the Brisbane
Spiritual Alliance) gave the lecture, his subject being: “Reli
gion and Science,” and we hope his mission will bring about
a greater friendship amongst Spiritualists in general. On
October 19th our leader, Mr Stephen Foster, gave the address.
His subject, “Divine Guidance,” was a real help to’all. Those
who know Mr Foster find him a very patient individual, sym
pathetic, and generous, arid ever ready to help in the cause
of Truth. Miss Needham’s lantern addresses on Egypt, Etc,
are very interesting and informative, and will be held every
Friday till the end of the year. We wish Mr Leonard Seddon every success; we are sorry to lose him and wish to thank
him for his six years work in attending to the electric lan
tern for Miss Needham. On October 26th the Rev. Spurgeon
Medhurst took for his subject: “The Ministry of Suffering.”
Mr S. Foster gave the spirit messages. On Nov. 2nd Mrs.
Josephine’Ransom, Gem-Sec. of the T;S., gave a very helpful
address on “The School of Life,’ while Mrs Gillard gave spiri
tual messages. Mr David Edelsten, the “Grand O.d Man”
of 84, gave us a- recital, and Mrs Caunter gave her message
of song.
•
The month ended with a very bright friendly evening, bring
ing many old and new workers for the cause together.
Best wish for the success of “The Harbinger of , Light.”
W. STANLEY, Hon. Sec.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA.
ST. JOHN’S SPIRITUAL CHURCH, ADELAIDE.
A new church was opened at Carrington Street on August

2nd, this .being the first Spiritual Church buiilt in South Aus
tralia. The proceedings were opened by a dedication service
in the afternoon conducted by the Rev. Jeanne B. Duncan and
Mrs J. Watson, followed by Tea and Social. Great interest
was taken by members of kindred .Societies and the public
generally, the hall being taxed to its utmost capacity in the
evening. The building is a credit to the Society, being cap
able of seating 500 people, and (contains five dressing rooms
and kitchen and every convenience for the social side of the
work. The congregation, membership and Lyceum has increa
sed considerably.
Great interest is being taken in the Lyceum club held
every Wednesday night, in fact everything shows the wis
dom) in building the Church. The Society cordially invites
visitors or speakers from other States to attend when visit
ing South Australia or communicate with the minister or
Secretary.

..QUEENSLAND.
SPIRITUAL CHURCH, Corner Brunswick & Leichhardt Sts.,
Valley, Brisbane.

Our annual meeting was held October 18th when a good roll
of members and adherents was present, the meeting being
preceded by a social cup of tea. The year has been one of
the most successful yet realised and our membership has in
creased from 243 to 274, with hopes of a greater increase for
the New Year. All our meetings are increasing in numbers
and good work is being done.
The President (Mr T. Reinhold) Treasurer and Secretary
were re-elected, also two of the past Vice-Presidents, with
one of our strong stalwart supporters being added to the
number. The General Committee is composed of some of the
old members and a few new ones introduced.
Our financial side shows a great improvement
*.
Cash held
by otfr bankers is over £500 and property worth about £1050;
also a 6-roomed cottage for disposal. We anticipate at an

CHURCH OF W.A. (Incorporated
197 Murray Street, Perth.

ianr

Our church is advancing steadily. When the I'nmmio
decided a few months ago to ask all local mediums and ■
kers to give their services free to the church, two rneditr
refused to continue their help if no remuneration
but wo received from many other mediums and speakers wh
hearted support, and we wish to thank especially m"
McDonough and Sister Jean for the many services thev ar
*
giving t'o our church. Further, we are indebted to Mesdam '
Over, Lathwell, Morris (from Freemantle), Messrs Siinmon®
Lathwell, Knifton, Bowers, Over, Tennant, Kitching. and
others, for the work they are doing by using their gift's and
time for the cause of Spiritualism in our church without any
remuneration.
The Public Propaganda lectures on every Monday evening
and the Saturday phenomena class for table lifting, etc., have
proved a great success. The Developing Class conducted by
Mrs McDonough on Thursday evenings is giving splendid re
sults. The Wednesday Psychometry messages from Sister
Jean, the Healing Circle and the Inner Circle are well atten
ded and on most Sunday evenings our church is filled com
pletely.
We are looking to the future of our church with confidence.
F. G. BOWERS, Hon. Sec.

NEW ZEALAND.
DUNEDIN SPIRITUALIST SOCIETY.

The annual meeting held in the church on the 14th October
was a most successful one, the President Mr R. N. Ridd,
presiding over a good attendance. The balance sheet, show
ing the church to De in a sound position, was adopted. After
a long and useful period as treasurer, Miss Stentiford did not
seek re-election and Mr Hargreaves was appointed to fill the
vacancy. All the other officers were returned for a second
year. Special thanks are due to our worthy President for
the able manner in which the affairs of the church have been
conducted. We are fortunate in having at the head of affairs
one who commands much respect, both on and off our plat
form, and whiile we have such a President at the helm, with
such a fine crew to work with, the cause of Spiritualism has
nothing to fear.
Miss R. Burgess was honoured at the meeting by being
made a full 'life member of the Sociiety iin recognition of her
valuable work for the cause in Dunedin, and to further mark
our appreciation of her worth the congregation presented
to her a fine gold-mounted pen, suitably inscribed and a nice
silver pencil. No one is more deserving of the slight recog
nition as our sister has been, and we know will be, a great
help to the cause here, both on and off our platform'.
Our many activities—Social Club, [Lyceum, Week-night
Meetings, etc.—continue to flourish, Mrs Brooks is again
giving of her best and fwe are glad to report that her health
is much improved. We desire to extend to all our Brothers
and Sisters across the sea our best wishes for a Merry Xmas
and a Bright and Prosperous’New Year.
ROBERT McCONNELL, Hon. Sec.
WELLINGTON

SPIRITUALIST

CHURCH

(Incorporated)

During the month of October, we have held two highly
successful Saturday night socials. The first was the usual
members monthly gathering and the second was a special
effort, on behalf of the Church funds, made by the members
of the Lyceum. In this effort, assistance in goods, money
and service, was willingly given by adult members of the
congregation, and the Lyceumists provided the programme.
During the evening a presentation of a handsome tea service
was made by the President (Mr Kiark) on behalf of the
church, to Mr and Mrs W. Ingoldsby as a mark of respect and
congratulation on their recent marriage. Mr Ingoldsby has
been a member of the church committee and a Lyceumist for
several years.
Anima;; Welfare Sunday was celebrated on October 26th,
in both Church and Lyceum. Mr Webb took for his subject;
“Our Part in the Humanitiies.” Mrs Webb gave very success
ful readings from Voice Vibrations, and also Clairvoyance.
The members’ quarterly meeting on the 29th was a very
sociable and harmonious gathering. Mi’ D. Gillies was elected
Vice-President in plaice of Mrs Morris, who, we regret to say,
has left Wellington for a time. We wish her health and
happiness in any new location, or sphere of work she may
enter.
Fraternal greetings to sister churches, and to “The Har
binger of Light.’’

GEO. BODELL, Secretary.

Our Lyceum is still advancing, and the attendance of mem
bers is very satisfactory. During the month we have had
visitors from various parts of New Zealand, and one visitor
from Vancouver B.C. The Session held on Sunday 26th
October was devoted to the subject of “Kindness to Animals,”
and Mr Webb asked the Lyceumists to do all in their power
to prevent cruelty to animals.
A Lyceum Social was held on Saturday, 18th October, when
a presentation of a tea service and a wallet was made to Mr
and Mrs ingoldsby on the occasion of their marriage. Mr.
ingoldsby is one of our Lyceumists. The presentation was
made by Mr T. Kirk, President, on behalf of the Church and
the Lyceum,
(Miss) S. KIRK, Lyceum Secretary.
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BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS.
WHAT ALL THE WORLD IS READING.
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO “THE HARBINGER OF LIGHT,’’ 117 COLLINS ST., MELBOURNE
All Orders must be accompanied by Remittances, and the Books will be despatched, carefully packed, by return of post.

The Postage mentioned in each instance is for all places within the British Empire.
To keep abreast of the wonderful Psychical Phenomena occurring in the world to-day, one must read Incessantly.
Works of this character are almost monopolising the British and American markets, and our desire is to keep our sup
porters supplied with all the latest literature available on these transcendent developments, as supplied by the leading
Scientists and other Intellectuals on the other side of the World.
Please Note the Address:—“The Harbinger of Eight,” Austral Buildings, 117 Collins Street, Melbourne—just opposite
the Independent Church.
.
,

REFER TO THE CATALOGUE.

TOWARDS THE STARS.

A COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF ALL BOOKS IN
STOCK AT THE OFFICE OF “ THE HARBINGER OF
LIGHT” WAS PUBLISHED IN THE NOVEMBER
ISSUE.

‘THE SENSATION OF THE SEASON.

THE MYSTERY OF JOAN OF ARC.
By LEON DENIS. Translated from the French by
ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE. With Illustrations.

Many writers have attempted a pourtrayal of the life
and character of Joan of Arc, but none has succeeded quite
so well as Leon Denis, whose work on the subject will
doubtless become a classic and whose exalted opinion of
the martyred heroine is expressed in the impressive com
ment: “Next to the Christ, the highest spiritual being of
whom we have any exact record upon earth, is the girl
Joan. One would kneel rather than stand in her pre
sence;’3
"When the life of a great saint and medium is written
by one enthusiastic expert and translated by another, it is
matter for congratulation, and I am sure that many will
like to have their attention called to “The Mystery of Joan
of-Arc’ by Leon Denis, now made accessible in an English
version by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.”—(Sir Oliver Lodge.
“It is at once a book of high historical value and of
profound literary charm. It once again permits us to pass
an hour in spiritual communion with a great soul—‘next
to the Christ, the highest spiritual being of whom we have
an exact record upon this earth.’ ”—i“Sunday Times.”
Price, 10/-; postage, 4d.

THE CASE GF LESTER COLTMAN.
By LILIAN WALBROOK, with an Introduction by
SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE.

These messages were received automatically through
Miss Walbrook, the aunt and intimate confidante, during
his lifetime, of Lester Coltman, the young and singularlygifted cjfficer concerned. Conditions of Life in the Be
yond, Reflections from the Afterworld, and the Philoso
phy of the Beyond form the subject-matter of this stimu
lating and comforting volume.
“Let each read and form his own opinion. If you
think this is not the young man who writes, then you have
much to explain. If you thiink it is the young man, then
this and other similar scripts become at once the most im
portant documents in the world.”—Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle.
Price, 6/6; postage, 4d.

HEAVEN’S
(THE

FAIRYLAND

CHILDREN’S

SPHERE).

A record of trance communications of great interest and
beauty, dealing with the state of Children in the After Life.

With Foreword by REV. G. VALE OWEN.
gome of the Chapters: The Babies.
The Elder Children.
The Garden of Light. The Garden of Flowers. The Garden
of Music. The Children’s Home. The Schools of the Child
ren. The Vale of Recreation. The Vale of Meditation, &c.
Price 3/9; postage, 2d.

Great Book by H. DENNIS BRADLEY, Author of
“The Eternal Masquerade,” now in its 60th thousand.
In this book Mr. Bradley—cynic, satirist, iconoclast—
deals with Spiritualism, and records the amazing exper
iences of some nine months’ duration. The result is the
most dramatic and emotional narrative that has ever been
written around this subject.

"My words are to the new and virile generation,
despise the decadence of worn-out minds. To them I
concede only the spittle of scorn.
"To the unmanacled intelligence I offer new light.
“A great revelation.
“A great Truth.
"I offer the Weapon of the Gods.”
—H. DENNIS BRADLEY in “Towards the Stars.”
This book is to-day one of the “best sellers” in Great
Britain and has caused a great sensation.
Price 6/6, postage 4d.

JUST ARRIVED.

MAKING

OF

MAN.

SIR OLIVER LODGE’S REMARKABLE BOOK.
Science on the side of the optimists and the angels.
CONTENTS
Outlook on the Universe—The Effort of Evolution (a contri
bution to the Problem of Evil)—The Coming of Man—The
Development of Man—The Destiny of Man—The Best of all
Possible Worlds—The Love of the World—Man’s Ascent (The
First Man and the Second)—Transcendental Man (The Prob
lems of Christology).

“Thoughts on this life and hereafter, of exquisite interest.’’
—“Daily Mail.”
‘/Each page is laden with rare and refreshing fruit.”—
"Yorkshire Post;”
"It fascinates and inspires and gives the 'lie to the pessi
mist, ’—“Liverpool Courier.”
“Freshly, briskly, invitingly written . . . written with the
hand of a master of exposition.”—“Birmingham Post.
Fourth Edition in the press.
world.

Supplies just to hand.

In demand all over the

Price, 5/-: postage, 4d.

SPIRIT TEACHINGS.
Through the Mediumship of William Stainton Moses
(“M.A. Oxon.”). By Automatic or Passive Writing. With
a biography by Charlton T. Speer and two full-page por
traits. Eighth edition. 324 pages. Price, 9/*; postage,
7d.

The Rev. Stainton Moses was an accomplished scholar,
and much-revered clergyman of the Church of England.
He was also wonderfully developed as a trance medium
and automatic writer, and the messages received through
his instrumentality and recorded in this book are ad
mittedly unexcelled for close philosophical reasoning, and
the purity of the diction used. This is, therefore, a stan
dard work of quite exceptional value.
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FOSTER’S I
TREATMENT ROOMS.

BY

SUNDAY NIGHTS, 7.15.

LECTURBg.

Monday and Wednesday, 8 p.tn., Developing

LEES,

From whole pen also conies “The Life Elysian.”

Tuesday, Thursday, 7.30.

PsychoineLry.

Reading and Enquiry Rooms, open dally 10—6.

Scarcely any book purporting to be a communication
from the Other Side has achieved such lasting popularity
as THROUGH THE MISTS, or THE AUTOBIO
GRAPHY OE A SOUL IN PARADISE, of which the
seventh impression is now before the public.
This work, which the recorder claims to have received
through a visitor from the world of spirits, is a narrative
of singular charm and fascination, and grips the reader
from start to finish by its fine imaginative and descriptive
power, and its strong sympathetic appeal.
It has well
been described as “an occult story of absorbing interest.”
Price, 6/6; postage, 6d.

The Life Elysian.
FURTHER LEAVES FROM THE AUTOBIO
GRAPHY OF A SOUL IN PARADISE.
The amanuensis employed in the writing of this wellknown and highly popular book was Mr Robert James
Lees, who disclaims all personal responsibility for this
remarkable narrative, which he maintains he received
direct through spirit agency, and of which he merely
played the role of recorder on behalf of his angelic
visitors.
The work has already run through several editions, and
the present reprint appears in response to the continued
persistent public demand.
Few books have done more to comfort and inspire the
despairing than those produced through the agency of Mr
Lees, and few books are couched in such charming dic
tion, or packed with such lofty spiritual thought. Every
student of this entrancing theme should certainly read
“The Life Elysian.”
Cloth. Price, 6/6, postage 6d.

JUST THE THING FOR CHRISTMAS.

A

MODERN

MIRACLE.

BY THE

Rev. G. MAURICE ELLIOTT and IRENE HALLAM
ELLIOTT.
Introduction by PRINCESS KARADJA.
Foreword by THOMAS PEARSON, M.R.C.S. (Eng.)
(The Surgeon to whom the angel led the Authors).
Their daughter’s extraordinary escape from destruction
by the direct intervention of an angel forms the basis of
the book—a report of which occurrence occasioned a re
cent widespread sensation in the Press.
The “Daily Mail”:—“It
scoffers of to-day, that the
is real. . . . It is a book to
may pooh-pooh the whole
for the sceptics.”

proves, despite the ignorant
presence of angels in our midst
be read seriously. . . . Sceptics
thing, but so much the worse

Colored portrait of little
printed.
Price 3/6, postage 2d.

Dorothea,

and

artistically

A MESSAGE TO HUMANITY.
A collection of 24 superior and unique addresses on sub
jects, Spiritual, Ethical, Philosophical, Social and Scien
tific, inspirationally delivered through the mediumship of
Charles Elmore, supported by his Circle of three associ
ates, with explanatory introduction by a member of the
Circle and Note of Appreciation by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. Recently mentioned and highly commended in
“Stead’s Review,” Melbourne.
Price, 2/6; postage, 3d.

Do Luxe House, 1st Floor, 267 Elizabeth Street, Sydney,

DO YOU WANT HEALTH?
MR.

McLEOD-CRAia,

MENTAL AND MAGNETIC HEALER AND HERBAL
SPECIALIST, TREATS SUCCESSFULLY:
THE NERVOUS SYSTEM, THROAT, CHEST, SCIATICA,
LIVER, KIDNEY, AND STOMACH DISORDERS, RHEU
MATISM, NEPHRITIS, FAILING EYESIGHT, and all
CURABLE DISEASES.

Our Special System of HERBAL TREATMENT, is the result
of 25 years’ study, and I have treated Patients all over New
Zealand and Australia successfully.
We Import our Herbs from the Grower and Guarantee the
Herbs prescribed to be Pure and Fresh.
PERSONAL AND INDIVIDUAL SUPERVISION IN EVERY
CASE.

Three Months Treatment, £3/3/-, Postage, 2/3.
One Months Treatment-, £1/5/-, Postage, 1/3.
One Box of Herbal Food, £1/10/-, Postage, 2/3.
Herbal Food can be retained by the weakest stomach.
We post the Herbs to any part of the World.
MAGNETIC HEALING AND SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTIC
HEALING.

Mr. McLEOD-CRAIG has long held the reputation as the
foremost Magnetic Healer in Australia and New Zealand. This
form of treatment is a sure and certain cure for all Nervous
troubles, no matter how long standing, or from, whatever
cause. Lessons given in Magnetic Healing.

Absent Mental Treatment by arrangement.

Free Diagnosis.

Address: Dorcas Street, off St. Kilcla Road., Melbourne—First
house at rear of Christian Science Church.

MY LETTERS FROM
HEAVEN.
By WINIFRED

GRAHAM

Author of “Sealed Women,” “And It Was So” (2nd Ed.),.
“Eve and the Elders,” &c., &c.

Written automatically, under spirit control, this book
contains 175 uplifting and most comforting messages from
the author’s father, who passed over in 1922.
In beautiful language it describes the activities and
wonders of eternity, and the nearness of the spirit world,
telling of miraculous thought-waves by which the reader
may keep in touch with heavenly influences and spirit
guides.
There could be no better cure for the heartache of part
ing than to read these cheering words.
Cloth, 6/6; postage, 4d.

CHRISTIANITY AND SCIENCE. The latest phase. By W
L. Wilmhurst. Cloth, 2/-; postage, 3d.
PHOTOGRAPHING THE INVISIBLE. Practical Studies in
Supernormal Photography, Script and other Allied Phe
nomena. New and revised edition, with 88 plates. By
James Coates, Ph.D., “Can Spirits be Photographed?” 18'
answered in this volume. A standard work on the sub
ject, and of great educational value. Price, 14/6; peak
age, fid.

